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-E. B. CROCKETT 5c & 10c to $1.00 STORE

LITTLE BROWN JUG

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Christmas
< Suggestions ?
TREE LIGHT SETS
HANDKERCHIEFS
TOYS
PERFUME SETS
POWDER JAR SETS
DOLLS
GARTER SETS
TREE AND HOUSE
NECKTIES
DECORATIONS
PICTURES
GAMES
BATH SALTS SETS
TOY CEDAR CHESTS
COMB & BRUSH SETS
BOOKS
RAYON UNDERWEAR
SLEDS
CHILDREN’S WEAR
of all kinds
SKIS

Subscriptions (3.00 per year payable In
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and
very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established In
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established and
consolidated with the Gazette In 1882. The
Free Press was established In 1855 and In
1891 changed Its name to the Tribune. These
papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
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Courage consists not in blindly overlooking danger, but in seeing It and
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conquering it.—Richter.
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ON MY SET

We have thebest selected Holiday $tock that
has been our pleasure to show

r.
4“

The largest assortment of Christmas Cards at
Low Prices

5
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IE. B. CROCKETT 5c & 10c to $1.00 STORE?
= At the Sign of =
SINorlh National Banl<

Radio owners did not have to
wait until next morning to read
President Hoover’s message to
Congress. They heard a very
faithful summary of it broadcast
from several stations while it was
being delivered at the Capitol.
This is one of several reasons why
so many persons are unwilling to
be without a radio. Disinterest
edly I may add that Rockland has
some especially reliable dealers,
handling the best of standard
makes.
.«. Hto

I had not heard from my friend
Herbert K. Washburn of Portland
for to long a time that I was
beginning to be worried... Yester
day I was materially reminded
that all was well when I received
from him a bundle of literature
which confirmed what I already
knew—that he is not only a radio
fan de luxe, but a humorist. Call
on this former Thomaston boy at
Colcord & Washburn’s pharmacy,
corner of Spring and Brackett
streets, Portland, and see if I am
not right.
e«. e«. e«e

The address of Andrew. W.
Mellon, Secretary of the Treas. ury, last night, gave to many a
new insight on governmental
affairs. Next Wednesday night
the speaker will be President
Green of the American Feder
ation of Labor,

Two Most
Important Things

The Palm Olive hour was de
voted last night to observance of
its second anniversary, It's a
popular feature.

When considering the choice of a banking con
nection, the two most important things are safety
and service.

You are sure of these two valuable

Stop I
Look!
Our window ar^swors the question where you should
buy your shirts and neckties for
Christmas gifts. Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
—adv.

factors at this Bank, which cordially invites your

Checking Account.

Public bridge at Temple Hall. Fri
day evening at 7.30. Tickets 50 cents.
—adv.

North National Bank

Early shopping is not only desirable
hut necessary if one expects to flave
the best selection. You will find large
line of costume Jewelry at popular
prices at Crie s Gift Shop.—adv.

Rockland, Maine

1 wonder if any of your readers
ever attended an old time hauling
bee. I mean a real old timer, such as
I attended 72 years ago this fall. Al
though I was but a small boy at the
time, every detail is fresh in my.
mind. A house was to be moved
rather more than a mile—about half
the distance up a steep hill. At that
time New England rum played an im
portant part at hauling bees, barn
raisings, husking bees etc. It was 40
cents a gallon and was sold at most
grocery stores. The owner of the
house to be moved was a strong ad
vocate of temperance, but it’was a
well known fact that his preaching
did not agree with his practice.
It had become noised about that
this was to be a strictly temperance
affair. At tihe appointed time, how
ever, 20 pairs of oxen were assembled
and attached to the house in two
strings, each string headed by a vet
eran who had taken part in many
affairs of the kind.
When ail was in readiness, the
"iboss'’ stepped upon the cross-bar in
front of the house and gave the order
to straighten up in line. The order
was obeyed but in a very listless man
ner.
Now all together! But the house
did not start. The order was given
a second time, but tlie building re
fused to "budge.” After several in
effectual attempts the owner, becom
ing anxious, conferred with the “boss”
as to the cause. He was informed in
very few words. He still demurred,
but finding the teamsters were in
dead earnest he yielded and sent a
messenger for a Jug of the needful.
The jug soon arrived and was passed
down the two lines.
The order was again given to start.
The teamsters clutched the goad
sticks with a firm hand, the oxen put
their shoulders to the bows, and—
“she starts, she moves, she seems to
feel”—and the building was landed
half way up the hill at the first pull.
A halt was called to let the oxen
get their breath. The friendly jug
again made the rounds, the house
was again started and in good time
was landed on the spot. A repast of
baked beans, brown bread, pumpkin
pic, coffee, etc., was in readiness.
There wa senough and to spare, in
cluding us boys, after which all de
parted in good cheer for their sepa
rate homes.
Some years ago the ihouse was torn
down, moved to tlie shore of Hobb’s
l’ond, rebuilt and is now occupied as
a summer cottage. The oxen were
all owned in the neighborhood. There
are now but two pairs in town. Is
the New England farmer 'better or
worse off today than when .that Did
time hauling l>ee took place?
A. F. Dunton
Valley Farm. Hope.

HAD BUSY SEASON
Writes a Tenants Harbor corre
spondent:
“The last barge for the season has
been loaded with paving blocks at
Willard’s Point and it concludes a
shipment of three million blocks.
Though it looked rather dull in the
early part of the summer it has
been one of the busiest seasons in the
history of this place. But the season
for paving cutting is over and the
crew is gradually being shortened to
meet
the
winter
requirements.
There are rumors to the effect that
the job will run all winter bi^t it will
probably be with a small crew.’’

Under the caption “Meet the Boys’’
Publix Opinion prints each issue oneminute biographies of managers of
Publix Theatres.
In the current
num.ber is a picture of Joseph Dondis,
manager of Strand Theatre, Rock- I
land and with it the following sketch: ,

♦ * * *

Joseph Dondis, a (Russian immi
grant. who arrived in America in 1891
has hurdled many obstacles, in order
to hold the many important posi
tions he now possesses. Dondis is
manager of the Strand Theatre in
Rockland, Me. and is president of the

PRESIDENT HOOVER’S MESSAGE
The Chief Topics Touched Upon Yesterday In His
Address To Congress

Dondis Amusement Co., who own the
property of the Strand. He is also
vice president of the Rockland
Amusement Co.
In 1902. he went to Boston to make
his livelihood after working for his
relatives, while going to school. He
interested himself in odd jobs about
the different hotels until 1904 when
he came to Rockland, Me., to peddle
stationery. Later he opened a sta
tionery store for himself. He re
mained in this business for six years.
From this business he entered the
wholesale bottling works, then the
fish business and novelty selling.
With money garnered by his varied
enterprises. Dondis purchased the
plot where the present Strand is now
located. He built and operated the
theatre until April 1928 when Publix
and Mr. Dondis combined to form the
tkland Amusement Co. Mr. Dondis
retained, as loo»t manager.- He
liIso president of the Somerset
Theatres Inc., Skowhegan, associat
ed with him in the project being At
torney Ensign Otis of this city and
Biin W. Page of Skowhegan, who is
president of First National Bank and
Skowhegan Savings Bank. The N>w
Strand will open for business Dec. 16
and is without doubt the finest con
structed and equipped theatre in the
State. It seats 1.000.
• * * *
Joseph Dondis long ago gained the
full confidence of the Rockland
I amusement-loving public. It admired
| his brave struggle as an independent
manager, and is not slow to recognize
’ that his knowledge of the game and
his influence in motion picture circles
is largely responsible for the pres
ent excellent service at Strand The
atre.. He treats the public courteous
ly and understandingly.

CYRUS H. K. CURTIS
—7

.
11

I Makes Bowdoin Col ege a
I
Christmas Present of a
Check For $100,000

TAX REDUCTION—” . . . Congress will be fully justified in
giving the benefits of the prospective surpluses to the taxpayers . . .
I reccrrmend that the normal income tax rates applicable to the in
comes of individuals for the calendar year 1929 be reduced from 5.
3 and 1’/2 per cent, to 4, 2 and */2 per cent, and that the tax on the
incomes of corporations for the year 1929 be reduced from 12 to 11
per cent.”
TARIFF—“No condition has arisen in my view to change the
principles stated at the opening of the special session ... It would
be most helpful if action should be taken at an early moment . . .
I have been most anxious that the broad principle of the flexible
tariff as provided in the existing law should be preserved and its de
lays in action avoided by more expeditous methods of determining
the costs of production at home and abroad.”
LAW ENFORCEMENT—“Enforcement of the laws enacted to
give effect to the 18th amendment is far from satisfactory and this is
in part due to the inadequate organization of the administrative
agencies of the Federal Government . . . There should be an immedi
ate concentration of responsibility and strengthening of enforcement
agencies of the Federal Government by transfer to the Department of
Justice of the Federal functions of detection and to a considerable
degree of prosecution, which are now lodged in the Prohibition Bu
reau in the Treasury . . . The District of Columbia should be the
model of city law enforcement in theNation . . . Conditions (now) are
far from perfect ... If the citizen who is himself dependent upon
some laws for the protection of all that he has and all that he holds
dear shall insist on selecting the particular laws which he will obey,
he undermines his own safety and that of his country . . . The law
breaker, whoever he is, is the enemy of society.”

Joseph Dondis, Owner of Strand The
atre and Present Efficient Manager

To his other munificent gifts to
I Bowdoin College, in the aggregate
J nearly half a million dollars. Cyrus
j II. K. Curtis has hung upon the Col
lege Christmas tree a check for
$100,000. President Sills announced
| the gift at Wednesday morning
chapel.
The income from Mr. Curtis’ fund is
to he used for payment of annuities
and pensions to members of the
faculty, whose retiring allowances
were affected toy the drastic cut in the
grants from the -Carnegie Foundation,
as announced last spring.
The college had made provision
for making good this deficiency on the
contributory basis through a gene al appropriation from its fund
which would have entailed a deficit
of several thousand dollars in the
■budget fcr the year. Mr. Curtis’s
gift will take care of such deficiency
this year, and will provide for income
for the succeeding years and make re
placement for the unexpected reduc
tion in the Carnegie pensions.
Speaking of this gift to tlie under
graduates President Sills said that
he hoped those among the student
body who might become men of
wealth In the future would hold bef re themselves as a model a donor
like Mr. Curtis, who is as kindly and
modest as he is generous.”

BUSINESS—“The long upward trend of fundamental progress
gave rise to over-optimism as to profits, which translated into a wave
of uncontrolled speculation in securities, resulting in the diversion
of caoital from business to the stock market and the ineviable crash
. . . Fortunately the Federal Reserve System had taken measures to
strengthen the position against the day whn speculation would break,
which . . . has carried the whole credit system through the crisis
without impairment . . . Capital is now returning to the normal chan
nels of business ... I have instituted sysematic, voluntary measures
of cooperation with the business institution and with State and

GOT HIS MOOSE

M. P. Squires of Boston At
the First Shot Bags An I 1 Pointer

I
|

municipal authorities to make certain that fundamental businesses
of the country shall continue as usual ... I am convinced that
through these measures we have reestablished confidence.”

AGRICULTURE—^‘Responsible farm leaders have assured me
that a large measure of confidence is returning to agriculture and
that a feeling cf optimism pervades that indusry.”

INSPECTING THE

BALLOTS

Richardson’s Majority of Seven Votes Being Weighed In
the Balance, and Everybody Guessing
•When this paper went to press the who has counted ballots InWard 4alhallots cast in the city election Mon- 'most since the Australian ballot sysday were being carefully scrutinized
by Mayor James *F. Carver and
Charles M. Richardson, his Democratic opponent, to whom a certifi
cate of election has been issued on
the face of the returns.

tem went into effect; while Mr. Klchardson is represented by Elisha W.
Pike. City Clerk Keene in offering
the ballots for Inspection is assisted
by Herbert W. Keep, sw< rn in by
Clerk Keene for that purpose. It is
A summary of the clerks’ returns expected that the examination will
showed Mayor Carver to have 1913 last well into the night, owing to thc
votes and Mr. Richardson 1920—a heavy vote cast.
In view of the universal interest
difference of but seven. Word has
come from several of the wards that which will be felt in the matter It is
there were discrepancies in the count well to remind voters that this is
and to satisfy all concerned Mayor merely an inspection—not a recount.
The bulk of the ballots will he put
Carver has asked for an inspection
of the ballots. Mayor Carver is rep aside by mutual agreement, while
resented by Judge Frank >B. Miller, those which are In doubt will he put
aside for the Court’s determination.
Should It appear that Mr. Richard
son has a majority no further steps
will he taken. Should it appear that
Mayor Carver has been denied votes
which legitimately belong to him. the
courts will be appealed to for an offi
cial recount. This is a course to
which no possible exception could be
taken, for it will either prove that
•Mr. Richardson was elected, or will
show that Mayor Carver was. if the
Courts so construe the balance.

PAY FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS EASILY
4*

This

Is Older Than
The City

Ten years before the Civil
War, three years before Rock
land became a city, the Rock
land Bank, now the Rockland
National, was incorporated.

During its 78 years of service
this bank has witnessed many
changes. It has seen Rockland
grow to a city of more than
8,000 inhabitants, it has seen
its merchants and manufactur
ers prosper and it has watched
its own deposits increase to
more than $3,600,000.
The Rockland National Bank
has come through this more
than three-quarters of a cen
tury with a record for safety
and stability that is not sur
passed by any bank in Maine.

Today, as a unit of Financial
Institutions, Inc., it is even
stronger than before. Back of
this hank are combined re
sources of more than $67,000,000, the broad diversification
that is the very essence of
financial safety, and a policy
of co-operation that means
constant progress.

The Rockland National Bank
invites new business on its rec
ord of safety, stability and
service. It is keenly interested
in Rockland's commercial and
industrial progress and its offi
cers will welcome opportunities
to discuss proposed new enter
prises with present or prospec
tive depositors.

jOm °CHPJSTMAS
UR-1930
SAVINGS

CLUB
NOW OPEN

Rockland National Bank
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Rockland’s Oldest

Banking Institution

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

* This is the first time I have ever
bought a hunting license of a lady,
and it ought to bring me luck,” said
M. P. Squires, a Boston salesmanager,
who together with Joseph Meyer ar
rived at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
W. M. Prescott at East Washington
on Nov. 24, for the brief .stay of two
days. He was purchasing his non
resident hunting license of the town
clerk.
“Here’s hoping I win, but I don’t
expect to,” he said, as the clerk handed
him the scrap of paper ent ti ng him
to hunt big game. The e’erk replied
laughingly:
“This will surely be your lucky
number."
Next morning about 6 o’clock Mr.
Squires with seVeral others started
out. During the night a light snow
had fallen, making hunting condit ons ideal. About 7 O'clock, while
standing alone in the lee of some
soft-wood trees for warmth and con
sidering which direction tp take, a
noise was heard and a huge bull
moose trotted but Into the open, a
short distance from where the sports
man stood. Raising his gun to his
shoulder Mr. Squires fired and to his
surprise the animal dropped in his
tracks.
The moose proved to be an 11-point
animal of about 800 pounds weight,
end when dre- d off was found to
be fat and in excellent condition.
When Messrs. Squires and Meyer 1< ft
on Wednesday morning f r Massa
chusetts they carried as a trophy, be
sides moose meat, the head with its
It unbroken points on the horns, to
be mounted as a memento of •« lucky
two-days hunting trip in Maine.
“Another Hunger”
Washington, Me.

A building on Tillson avenue owned
by George M. Simmons, is being con
verted into a wholesale produce
store, the proprietors of which will
be Harry H. Brown of this city and
Fred Hanley of Thomaston.
Mr.
Brown was formerly proprietor of
a fruit and confectionery store at
Rankin block, while Mr. Hanley was
foi a number of years in the employ
of the Rockland Produce Co. It is
a popular and energetic team, and
friends prophesy the success of the
new venture.
Public bridge at Temple Hall Fri
day evening at 7.30. Tickets 50 cents.
—adv.

Mayor Carver is simply doing now
YOUR FAVORITE HOLM
what Walter T. Prescott, his Demo
If I had to lire my life again I would hare
cratic opponent of four years ago did
made a rulo to read some poetry and listen
when Mayor Carver had a majority j to some music at least once a week The loss
of four on thc face of the returns. On |
* ,0M of
-"««•••
Darwin.
that occasion iMayor Carver gained 1
THE CHARGE OF THE LIGHT BRIGADE
four votes on inspection, and Mr.
Half a league, half a lea^c.
Prescott did not pursue the matter.
Half a league onward,
All
in the Valley of Death
Philip Howard, Democratic candi
Rode the six hundred.
"Forward, the Light Brigade!
date for mayor, instituted recount |
Charge for the guns!” he said;
proceedings when defeated by Charles I
Into the Valley of Death
Rode the six hundred.
M. Harrington, Republican by a very i
small margin. The courts upheld
“Forward, the Light 'Brigade !”
Was there a man dismayed!
the eleotion.
No tho’ the soldier knew
In nearly every close election, any- !

where, there is a subsequent in spec- '
tion of ballots. As a rule there is '
seldom a reversal, but the situation ,
is always open to surprises.
A WORD TO MOTORISTS

Automobile number plates and
operators licenses for 1930 are
now’ being issued at the office of
thc iState Highway Police, 722..
.JMain street, (Rockland, the work
being done under the direction of
Inspectors 'William Burgess and
Devi Flint. As the force is a
small one the work is necessarily
slow and it behooves motorists
to get their plates and licenses
early. If they apply now’ they
will find little delay; of they
wait until the last week of De
cember they will find themselves
standing in line where the air is
chilly. The place is corner of
Main and James streets, and the
logical time is now.
The new City Government organ- i
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HERE’S OUR JOE

Part It Played In Old Time The Man Who Has Made
Hauling Bee At Hope
Rockland An Iir.p.rtant
Movie Center
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —

Thursday

izes tlie first Monday in January.

Someone had blundered
Theirs not to make reply.
Theirs not to reason why.
Theirs but to do and die:
Into the Valley of Death
Rode the six hundred.
Cannon to right of them.
Cannon to left of them.
Cannon in front of tlwni
Volley'd ami thunder’d
Storm’d at with shot and shell.
Boldly they rode, and well,
Into the jaws of Death.
Into the mouth of Hell

Rode the six hundred
Flash'd all the|y sabres bare.
Flash’d as they turned in air.
Sab'ring thc gunners there.
Charging an army, while
All the world wondered:
Plunged in the battery smoke.
Right thro’ the line they broke,
Cossack and Russian
Reeled from the sabre stroke
Shatter’d and sunder’d:
Then they rode haek,(hut not,
Not thc six hundred.

Cannon to right of them.
Cannon to left of them.
Cannon behind them
Volley’d and thunder'd
Stormed at with shot and shell.
While horse and hero fell,
They that had fought so well
Came thro’ the jaws of Death,
Hack from the mouth of Hell.
All that was left of them.
Left of six hundred.

When can their glory fade?
0, the wild charge they nude,
All the world wondered.
Honor the charge they nude.
Honor the Light Brigade,
Noble six hundred!

—Alfred Teunysoa.
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AND NIGHT SALE
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Perzontlly zpptared Frank S. L.-ddle who
oath declared that he Is Pressman In the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
Issue of this paper of Oec. 3, 1921*. there was
printed a total of 6250 copies.
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER.
t
Notary Public.

Mt

Sing unto the Lord, praise ye the
Lord; for he hath delivered the soul
of the poor front the hand of the evil
doers.—Jeremiah 20:13.
The results of election day suggest
that there remains something yet to
be learned about a reasonable obliga
tion of the voter to the political party
with which he (and she) lias allied
himself. We are a government of
parties, and that being so, organiza
tion is necessary. If the Republicans
of Rockland had registered their
normal strength in Monday's ballot
ing they could easily have continued
to give direction to public affairs,
under full party responsibility and
with wholesome retention of effective
party organization, a thing rightfully
to be desired in a year when elections
of State and National officials are to
be held. In particular we should
regret to see the women voters lag
gard with respect to this plain civic
responsibility.
The woman who,
having a vote, neglects to deposit it
in the ballot-box, loses by that much
her share in tihe splendid sovereignty
of citizenship with which the laws of
her country have invested her.

The potentiality of regular saving
is illustrated this week, when the
various banks of Knox County
release into the local channels of
trade a munificent sum, exceeding in
amount one hundred thousand dol
lars. One hundred thousand bloom- '
ing. smiling dollars with which to
accelerate the wheels of holiday busi- j
ness and make glad the hearts that
quicken at the approach and the
visible manifestation of Christmas
Day. We don’t know who the man
was that had the first glimpse of this
Christmas Club Idea, but he was a
genius and deserves immortality. It
has taught to great bodies of people
what small savings can accomplish |
aigainst the rainy day, and inculcated
a spirit of thrift where one time
thriftless governed. More power to
the Christmas Club and may the pros
perity of it steadily widen.
The trustees of the Washington
church which President and Mrs.
Hoover attend, in abolishing the
Sunday passing of the collection
plate, are doing away with a custom
that so far as we know is coeval with
the Christian church itself. Sug*
gesting that visitors attracted to the
meeting house by reason of the pres
ence of the Hoovers felt called upon
to make liberal contributions, the
trustees decided that under the cir
cumstances passing the plate lent an
air of commercialism which they
thought best to dispel. Hence no
more passing the plate, and church
members will pay their contributions
direct to the treasurer. We question
if this startling innovation in the
average church program of finances
could be made to work, for it must
entirely eliminate the transient wor
shipper who drops his nickel into the
plate and who could scarcely be
counted upon to hunt out the church
treasurer for the privilege of register
ing that contribution.

i his recent address over radio,
■le Thorpe, editor of the official
lication of the Chamber of Comce of the L'nitcd States, declared
t this country had reached its
1 state of prosperity through the
it
advanced understanding of
ertising the world has ever known,
amazes other countries," he said,
ley do not understand that our
ertising goes farther than mere
nter pushing, than mere announcent of place where to buy and the
ce. It goes much deeper than
t. The American conception of
■ertising is to arouse desires and
nulate wants, to make people disIsfied with the old and out of date,
I by coiutant iteration to send
m out to work harder to get the
>st model, whether that model be
ice box or a rug, or a new home.”
think we may refer to the local
lation as illustrating certain of
phases to which the speaker
ides. The past twenty-five years
seen developed upon the part of
’kland business houses an employat of advertising methods far
eeding the custom of former years.
may at any time point to the
jmns of this paper for displayed
dence, not only of faith in the effiy of newspaper publicity, hut as
II the exercise of an art in the
■paration of advertisements that
igests careful study on the part of
advertiser, that his investment in
t form of publicity may yield him
roper return.
e merchants committee of the
aber of Commerce has sent the
ving notice to members: The
tide season has rolled around
l, bringing with it tlyjt air of fes-/
preparation which means ChristMay we urge the merchants to
! their stores as Christmasy as
ble with outside decorations
o do this early? By all cooperat their individual < stablishs we will be able to present an
ive Christmas picture to our
jers. The stores are t . be open
ngs. beginning Thursday, Dec.
•uugli Dec. 24.”

.
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Our Greatest Sale is On. Day and Night until Christmas every piece
of merchandise in this great store is marked down to bargain prices!
This Cedar Chest
14 in. wide, 36 in.
long

Furniture
received word
A MATTRESS Burpee
"
- • Co.,
~ Rockland,
-......................
.. .. ..from
.. .. ..the
.. ..Glen
That is a regular value for $20.00,
offered fcr

$11.60

wood Range Co. to cut the price to these startling figures!
REMEMBER IT IS FOR THIS SALE ONLY. *BUY NOW AND SAVE—A YEAR TO PAY

V

This Glenwood
Pipeless Furnace

98
This Cedar Chest
14 in. wide, 33 in.
long—

Guaranteed a powerful furnace that will heat

$14.40

the ordinary heme.

This heavy built Glenwood

will last for years

Installed if you wish for a

small extra change.

Another Value!
This Cedar Chest
13 in. wide, 32 in.
long—

$13.20
£0 Others All Marked Down

A
Polished
Cast Iron
Finish
that is
Beautiful!

SILK FLOSS MATTRESS
100% pure silk floss,
thick and soft
$35 value

Our Entire Stock of Toys—Hundreds and Hundreds of Dolls, Carts,
Velocipedes, Autos, Games, Blackboards, Sleds, Skis, Table3, Do’.l
Carriages—in fact over $5,COO.CO worth of new toys.

d*

qp pftCqp I
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A

&

TRAINS
$1.19

SPECIAL!
Here is what Glenwood Range Cc.'allow us to offer.
The new Glenwood N Range, large oven, 20 in. deep
and straight sides, large fire box. Guaranteed in
every way. A smooth heavy casting made of new
iron. Price for the range ..............
A
Year
To
Pay
✓

AUTOMOBILES
$9.98

C ft

This Range as shown above with reservoir $74.00. Add for elevated
shelf as shown about $8.93
These Prices Positively Er.d December 24th

SAVE ONE FOURTH ON YOUR COAL BILL!

A grouping worthy of a place in the finest
home!
Includes a comfortable club chair,
tailored in high-grade Jacquard velours,
finest spring construction; a dainty end table
richly decorated and a complete bridge lamp
as shown—all three pieces for only ........ „......
PAY A LITTLE DOWN

BLACKBOARDS
$1.29

A GLENWOOD FURNACE
will heat every room in your
home and saea. one--quarter
of the expense

SELF-STEERING
SLEDS
$1.29

A YEAR TO PAY—You can
arrange to have a year to pay
and take advantage of this
sale

READ THIS ONE!

ONE HUNDRED PIECE DINNER SET
Real good American china in sev
eral handsome shapes and colors.
This set usually sold for $35.00.

$16.98
Thick, soft, all cotton

in a handsome tick.
Good spring and pair of
pillows.

BED OUTFIT

’Z^-Z-Z-Zi

Includes a brand new style steel
cane panel bed. attractively fin
ished; a comfortable, sanitary allcctton and felt mattress and coil
spring consisting of 90 helical coils.
Hurry for this outfit!

EASY

WEEKLY PAYMENTS

GLENWOOD .FURNACE FOR
A thousand homes in Knox County are heated with a GLENWOOD FURNACE that
will last for a lifetime. Guaranteed by the Glenwood Foundry, guaranteed by the
Burpee Furniture Company. Installed by men trained in the Glenwood Foundry.

A !

The Glenwood Range Co. have come in with us to make this sale a huge success and allow us to offer a guaranteed Glenwood Furnace, recirculating type
ES shown above, for this startling low price. Delivered into your basement.
We 'will install this furnace as shown above at special low price for this sale. Our furnace expert wi'l measure
your house and name you a price for the furnace, ready to build a fire. No charge for this expert advice.

/A

Rockland, Maine
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COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Dec 4-5—Thomaston, Ladles’ Aid oW Fed
erali'd Church fair Dec. 4 aud supper Dec. 5.
Dec. ■ Speech Readers Club meets with
Mrs. F. F. Brown, School street.
Dec. 6—‘Meeting of Sportmen & Lapdowners
Association at Villon Common.
Oec. «—Thomaston—Episcopal Ladles Guild
Isold a sale.

.

Dec. a—Organisation of new City Governnicnt.
Dec. 10—Itooevlk Club meets with Mrs. E.
M. Benner, Broadway.
Dec.

11—Annual fair,

Methodist

church.

Dec. 11—Rockport Baptist Ladles’ sewing
circle fair.
Dec Vi—Rockland grade schools close.

Dec. 13—Rockport schools close.
Dec. 13—Methebesec Club meets with Mrs.
Clara Thurston at The Highlands.
Dec. 14,—Christmas bazaar at Legion hall.
Dec. 18—Monthly meeting of Baptist Men’s
League.
Dec. Ik- High School faculty play, ’The
l’atsv,” al High School auditorium.

Dec. 20—Rockland High School closes.
Dec. 20 (7.151 Educational Club opens with
State speaker at Copper Kettle.

G.O.IB. Crockett leaves tomorrow
for Palm Reach, where he will be em
ployed during the winter at the hotel,
’ The Breakers.”

Jack Ieowsby mechanic, employed
by the Curtiss Flying Service is
( nursing a broken arm. which accident
^happened when a balky motor kicked

Missionary Elder E. F. Robertson
of the Latter Day ‘Saints will hold a
series of meetings, illustrated by pic
tures, at the Gospel Mission hall, Dec.
9-13 inclusive.
Dr. Lauglilin, district health of
ficer, was in tlie city Tuesday. Ills
territory is quite free from disease,
except that mumps is prevalent in
some sections.

Rockland stores will he open eve
nings Dec. 19 through Dec. 24. accord
ing to information received from the
merchants' committee of tile Chamber
of Commerce. Already decorations
are going up. including greenery and
electric streamers.
Rehearsals for The religious drama
“Saint Claudia” to be presented by
Baraca Class Wednesday evening,
Dec. 11. at the Pratt M. E. Church, are
yeing held, nightly. The stage is in
.he process of erection and the cosjumes are ready. The drama prom
ises to surpass “The Rock,” presented
by the class last year.

Miss Barbara Karl has returned to
Pittsfield to resume her studies at
kM.Cj. after spending the holiday seaI son with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Karl, Granite street. Miss
Karl with two other girl students at
the Institute were tendered a surprise
party the evening of Nov. 24 as an
observance of the triple birthday.
One of the teachers was the instiga
tor, and the occasion was a /very
happy one, with a big birthday cake,
candles, ’n’everything.

Our “Lay-Away" Service on Toys

Christmas Club Checks Cashed

iry child Has his heart set upon some big toy that
ns into money.” You may select one now while
iks are complete and have us pack it away up to

j

MP;J

ig

A larger assortment than we

We believe we have the most

had last year with the same values

pretentious Toy Department in

as at other times of the year.

Knox County, taking up almost
the entire third floor. You will be

Check from this list and shop

surprised at what you can get for

this week.

the little folks at a small outlay.
The entire store front will be il/

We advise early selections.

luminated next Saturday evening
Keep this Christmas list

Other Talk of the Town on Page 8

A charming picture of Miss Mary
J. McLoon of Houlton appeared in
last Sunday's T’ortland Telegram, ac
companied 'by an article announcing
that she is to have the leading part
in tike dancing specialties in the op
eretta “Gay Sunny Spain," presented
under the auspices of the Spanish de
partment at the University of
Maine this evening. Miss McLoon is
a niece of ex-Mayor McLoon and a
sister of Miss Helen McLoon of this
city.

Received direct from the Libby Mill
at Lewiston 300 “sample” Blankets,
an ideal Christmas gift.

66x80 part wool,
72x84 part wool,

The entertainment committee of the
Congregational church is sponsoring
a Toy -Shop Supper” to be given in
the vestry Wednesday evening, Dec.
11. (Mrs. Sarah Snow and Mrs. Lena
Kales as co-chairmen, are being as
sisted by Mrs. L. B. Cook in charge
of the supper proper. The enter
tainment during the supper hour will
include presentations of a varied na
ture by mechanical and animated
toys under the direction of Mrs. Ruth
Whittemore.
The Stonington Furniture
Co.’s
store at Stonington was destroyed
by fire Tuesday night. Frank Col
lins of tlie Rockland store, who was
working temporarily at the BtoningIbn branch completed his duties there
at 8.30 p. m. and there was no sign
of tire when he left. At 9.20 a citizen
looking into the display window saw
no fire. Ten minutes later the .build
ing was ablaze. The Stonington Fire
Department did excellent work in
confining the blaze to this building,
but the furniture company’s loss was
practically total, with only partial
Insurance.
Other Talk of the Town on Page 8

If your Christmas shopping is not
all done call at 187 Broadway Sat
urday p. m. and see their hand made
articles and novelties.
146*147
Public bridge at Temple Hall. Fri
day evening at 7.30. Tickets 50 cents.
—adv.
BORN
CT’SHIMAX—At Tlfomaston, Nov. »>. to ;
and Mrs. Cecil Cushman (Cora Spear)
son.
CREAMER Al Stickney Corner, Xpv. 30. to
Mr. and Mrs. Elnwr Creamer, a daughter.
Haze! Marion.

married
I’ACLITZ-COOMBS At Portsmouth, X. H.,
X(»v. 2. by Rev. 4. L. Ronder. Daniel Paulltz
and Miss Anna Coombs, both of Rockland.
MEADER - BLAXCHARD
At Greenwood,
Mass.. Nov. —. by Rev. Cha lies H Davis.
Frank Hallowell Meader. Jr. of Melrose and
Miss Anne Blanchard of Greenwood.
CHASE WINCHIXBACH At Waldoboro. Xov.
30. by Rev. Henry O. Megert. Myron ( base
and Miss Beatrice Wlnchenbach of Dutch
, Neck.
WILSON -CARLSON At Port Clyde. Nov. 27.
by Rev. Sidney Packard. Donald Walker
Wilson and Miss Ruth Carlson of New York.

Fur Coat business has been backward.

.

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Mrs. Abbie E. Carkln
who passed away Dee. 5, 1927.
We do not forget you nor do we intend.
We think of you often, and will to the end ;
Cone and forgotten by some you may be.
But dear to our memory you ever will be.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry L. Post

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Adelbert 31. Smalley
who passed away Dee.
1928.
The midnight Mars are gleaming
Upon a lonely grave,
Where sleepibg without dreaming
Lies the one we could not save:
In dreams we see bis dear sweet face,
'And kiss bis cold, cold brow.
And whisper, as we loved him then,
.We love bis memory now.
•
Wife and Sons

SdKHon«El!

A

Handbags,
2.95 to 25.00
Handbags of Tapestry,
2.95 to 5.00
Handbags, beaded,
2.98 to 25.03
Women's Manicure Sets, in leathroll,
1-26 ‘o 5.09
Women's Traveling Bags, fitted or
plain,
7.50 to 22.50
Sewing Rolls,
29c to 45c
Sewing Baskets,
2.98 to 4.50

Jewel Boxes,
Writing Cases,
1-50 to 6.75
Playing Cards in leather cases,
75c to 2.00
Men’s Bill Folds,
1.00 to 4.50

(The 1.00 Folds have 14k gold tips)
Men’s Toilet Cases,
Men's Keytainers,
Ostrich Clothes Brush,

4.50 to 25.00
40c to 1-00
1.50

Gifts of Ivory
Pyraline Ivory Sets,
Three-piece Sets for Children, at
1.00 and 1.69
Six-piece Child’s Set,
5.00
Women’s Ivory Sets, 3-pc. to
10-pc., from
1.98 to 10.00

Muskrat,

36, former price 250.00

Muskrat,

36, former price 185.00

Muskrat,

38, former price 295.00

Leopard Cat, size 36 former price 265.00

Propel and Repel Pencils,

Men’s or Women's Fountain Pens,
1.00 to 9.50

1.85

Natural Muskrat, size 40, former price 175.00

1.95

Gordon V

Line,

2.50

Seqfine, size 38, former price 115.00
EVERY COAT GUARANTEED BY
SENTER CRANE COMPANY

Silk and Wool,

1.19

Scnter Crane’s Picot Top Chiffon 1.39
(Men's Silk and Wool, 39c, 50c, 75c, $1
Men's Silk, plain or fancy,
50c 1.00

Gifts of Handkerchiefs

1.00, 3.50

49c to 75c

TOYS

TOYS

-real one inch balloon type tires,
ickle plated rustproof bicycle spokes
large rear wheels, baked on enamel
three year front wheel 13 ” $5.50.
front wheel 16” $7.00. Six to eight

Autos—to make a child strong and healthy—
operates with revolving propellers; balloon type
rubber tires with roller bearing wheels. For
children 5 to 10 years. Priced $7.50 to $32.50.

Wagons—Sturdy auto steel one piece body, size
3£”x13”—10” double disc wheel riveted so they
will not come apart, balloon type rubber tires,
size 1”—beautiful massive appearance with roll
rim at top; price $4.25.

Dump Trucks—Rubber Tire Busses, Roadsters, Air

Ladies’ Gloria,
Ladies' Silk,
Children’s,

Men’s,

Gifts of Gloves

planes, etc., the best you can buy for the money,
$1.00, $1.50, $1.98 and up.

Harriet Hubbard Ayer
Roger & Gallett
Cheramy '

Scooters,

Doll Carriages,
Toy Soldiers,
Children's Furniture,
Drums,

|

Children's Fancy Boxed,
Or Fancy Prints,

25c, 50c
5c to 25c

Gifts of Lingerie Robes
Beautiful Rayon Robes, 3.98 to 13.50
Crepe de Chine,
10.00 to 13.50
Tailored Flannel,
8.50 to 11.50

Blackboards,

Kitchen Cabinets,

Doll Clothes,

Books and Games,

Erector Sets,

Doll Trunks,

Toy Autos,

Cedar Chests,

Chemistry Sets,

Sewing Machines,
■
Stoves,
Flat Irons,
Laundry Outfits,

Doll's Dresser,

Magic Sets,
Trains,
Doll Houses,

SENTER CRANE COMPANY

Complete lines from the following fa
mous manufacturers:
Coty
Houbigant

Dolls—Big Sister is 24” high; she has real blonde or brunette
hair, moving eyes, a soft body and a pretty organdie dress;
she cries and says Mama; $2.98.

Men’s Initials, pure linen, 25c
hand drawn hems linen,
50c
Men’s Plain Linen,
25c to 1.09
Men’s Pongee,
39c
Ladies’ Handkerchiefs, all kinds,
| all prices
Ladies' Boxed Handkerchiefs,
l
50c, 75c, 1.00

New Rubber Aprons,
Children's Bubble Sets,
Shoe Tree Sets,
Novelty Glassware,
Ash Tray Set,
Fancy Baskets,
Silk Boudoy- Pillows,
Hosiery Boxes, Mending
Sewing Boxes,
Book Ends,
Pewter Pieces,
Triple Silver Plate,

Gifts of Umbrellas

Luncheon Sets,
Luncheon Cloths,
Linen Damask,
Separate Linen Napkins,

Rayon MaicK Vests,
Rayon Maid Bloomers,
Rayon Maid Stepin Chemise,
Senter Crane Special
Very Heavy Bloomer,
Ladies’ Crepe de Chine Gowns,
2.98 to
Ladies’ Rayon Pajamas
Ladies’ Crepe Stepins,
1.98 to
Ladies’ Crepe Chemise,
1.98 to
Ladies’ Rayon Gowns,
1.98 to
Children’s Rayon Vests,
Children”* Rayon Bloomers,
Children’s Rayon Chemise,

Playing Cards,

45c, 1.50, 2225

Boys’ and Girls' Golf Hose
Gotham Gold Stripe semi-sheer, 1.65
Gotham Gold Stripe, service silk
from top to toe,
1.95
Gotham Gold Stripe, pointed heel, 1.65
No-Mend Service Weight, slipper
| heel,
1.59

50c and 2.00

Seal inc, size 42, former price 200.00

Chiffon,

Val Doree Slipper Heel,

Crane’s fancy boxed,

Personal Stationery with name and
address in raised letters, per
box,
2.00

McCallum Service,

2.98
3.50

These 'figure at least one-quarter
oft? regular prices; all colors, all firsts.

Hudson Seal, size 44, former price 235.00
Hudson Seal, size 42, former price 350.00
Opossum, size 18, former price 175.00

McCallum

Gifts of Linen
1.00 to 10.00
75c to 1.98
4.50 to 7.50
per dozen
2.25 to 7.50
Turknit Sets in fancy box,
1.00 to 3.98
A remarkable showing of Fancy
Linen, Irish or Porto Rican Emb.
Bath Mats,
59c to 2.98
Linen, Huek or Turkish Towels al
ways make a good present.

This

gives you an opportunity to buy these at cost,
early.

W Vallum

DIED
lit'liXS—At Rockland. Dec.
Sarah M., wife
of Frederick 'Bums, aged 23 years, 13 days.
Burial in Stonington.
LESSNKR -At North Washington, Nov. 30,
Forest Lessner, aged ‘70 years.

Blankets

Gifts of Stationery

Gifts of Hosiery

Gifts of Leather

Novelty Cuff Capeskin or French
Perrin Kid,
1-98 to 3.50
Ladies' Rabbit Fur Lined Gloves,
2.98 to 5.98
Ladies’ Fancy Cuff Chamoisette,
59c to 2.00
Ladies’ Pigskin, washable,
4.50
Ladiee’ Suede, unlined,
2.98
Ladies’ Suede, silk lined,
3.75
Children's Fleece Lined Gloves

Joincaire
Amanda
Hudnuts
Guerlain's
Caron’s
De Vilbiss Droppers
Bourjois
4711
Men's Toilet Sets,

Children's Toilet Sets,

Gifts of Candy
A

Children’s Fur
Children’s Kid
Boys’ Gloves,
Boys’ Mittens,

NEW CANDY DEPARTMENT
FREE SAMPLES

Try the Candy in the Silver Box,
75c and 89c pound

Page Four
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CLARK ISLAND

Wll CANNOT BUT
A E2TTER RADIO
AT ANY PRICE!

VINALHAVEN

THREE IN A ROW

Mr, Lydia Chrlstoferson of Rock
Mr. White of Augusta and Mr. Crle
land spent Thanksgiving Day with
Fishermen Bent On Winning
of Thomaston were speakers at the I
her mother Mrs. Lucy Venner.
Fisherman's meeting in the G.A.R.>
Bowling Tournament At
Lawrence Dickey of Quincy. Mass,
rooms Wednesdayp, evening.
(formerly of this place) was the guest
Vinalhaven
Rockland
Mrs. Hoy Nickerson entertained the .
357 Main Street
of Don Cameron and relatives over
Economy Club at her home Tuesday,
the Thanksgiving holiday.
will stand firm and not wobble iff
In spite of the fact that they were
eight and was hostess to the “Pals'
Mr. and Mrs. William Williams
you use the
one of the few teams to trim the Fish
Wednesday
night.
and
daughter
of
Quincy
visited
his
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry,
I Charles Merritt of Rockland was in
parents. Mr. and Mrs. John T. Wil
ermen last year. Captain Grindle's
liams over the holiday and weekend.
town Tuesday.
Outlaws were unable to take them
Herbert Calderwood spent a few
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Baum and
into
camp
in
Tuesday
night's
set-to
.
Leather, Silverware
days
recently in Rockland to visit his
son spent Thanksgiving Day witli Mr..
at the Cascade Alleys and the Fisher
daughter Marion Calderwood. who is
I and Mrs. Henry Crockett at South
men hung out another sign reading
receiving treatment at Knox Hospital.
Thomaston.
j "Fish.”
Monday evening at Masonic Hall..
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Seavey and
“Buskey” Ames led the assault with j
! Marguerite Chapter. O.E.S., observed
Only sixteen days to shop for Christmas
daughter of Long Cove spent
Supports any size tree — it can
[a single string of 118 and also was j
' past matrons’ and past patrons' night.
Thanksgiving Day with Mr. and Mrs.
j high for total. ''Hebo'' Clayter. su<hThe most practical
The ojeers were W. M., Blanche Kit not tip.
Peter McCourtie.
Our complete line is in and on display.
i stituting for John Gross of the Out- ;
tredge; W. P.. O. C. Lane; Asso. Ma holder on the market.
Mr. and Mrs. William Pierson were
laws, happened to see a pretty girl |
tron, Lena Davidson; Cond., Georgia
holiday and weekend guests of Mr.
go by the alley while he was shooting
‘Better than ever and prices right.
Roberts: Asso. Cond., Beulah Drew,
RELIABLE
and Mrs. Benjamin Zahn in Wal- |
Price 35 Cents
his first string and the box score
Sec.. Nellie Williams; Treas... Edgar
doboro.
QUICKLY
EFFECTIVE
shows
that
the
incident
disturbed
Brad.street:
Adah,
Leali
Snowman;
By mail 10 cents extra
Mrs. George Baum had as guests for
A small deposit will hold any article
SOLD AND RECOMMENDED EVERYWHERE
iiim. Captain Grindle stubbed his toe
Ruth. Agnes Smalley: Esther, Allie
[ Thanksgiving Day her aunt Mrs.
Order early while stock is
and
fell
ker-wallop
in
the*
second
Lane;
Martha.
Mary
L.
Arey;
Electa.
j Mary Hanley and brother Arthur
complete
selected.
stanza, much to the glee of his oppo
Christina Christie; chpalain, Nellie
I Stevens of Thomaston.
WALDOBORO
nents. and teammate Winslow. Ev
Wilson marshal, Gertrude Hall; pian
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Baum were
erybody is now gunning for the Fishist, Ola Ames; warder, Florence Guil
' Thanksgiving Day guests of her sisHorace Carter artd A McCobb of ford: sentinl, E. A. Smalley. Lida
' ermen and they know full well that
( ter Mrs. Charles Lewis in Rockland.
Wilbert
Meservey, Greenlaw was soloist and Florence
scheming minds can readily hatch up Lincolnville,
71 Years a Seed Store
Mr. and Mr;. Ernest Edwards mo- i
some foul plot that may spell defeat Rockport, W. B. Braggar, Exeter Guilford gave a dramatic, reading.
Always pleased to show goods
J tcred to Portland Saturday afternoon, j Radio’s Biggest
PORTLAND, MAINE
and J. Chisholm of Bath have been After the ceremonies, lunch was
for them.
a
Mrs. James Harrison who has been*
Gene Hall said in an aside to The registered at the Medomak House.
served
In
the
banquet
hall,
by
Marie
I ill for several weeks is now at the
Money’s Worth
Miss Edith McLain has been visit Teele. Hilma Webster Cora Veterson
Courier-Gazette reporter after the
21 home of her sister Mrs. Janu s B.
match: There's just one team that ing her father Alman McLain and her Jeanette Gregory? Elizabeth Boss and
Kelt in Thomaston, where she will be
I can see that has a chance of stop grandmother Mrs. Mary McLain at MadeIyn gm|th. A social hour fol) under the care of her physician Dr. I
ping these Fishermen—and that's the Medomak.
lowed
The entertainment commitB. H. Keller. Her friends all are in
Old Timers. And if the Old Timers
Charles H. Howard of Augusta has | (ef. announce a Christmas tree for the I
CHARLES W. PROCTOR, Prop.
terested in her recovery.
i don't trip them up you might as well been a recent guest of h#s sister Mrs. [meeting of Dec. 16 and all members
Phone Today For Free
Miss Elizabeth Monahan who has
give them the pennant right now. By Dora Howard, Yorke.
I are rPquested to furnish a gift valued j
been at the home of her sister con
| using calculus, algebra, geometry,
Home Demonstration
W. H. Broqks is in Montclair, N. J. I at jq cents.
I
valescing following an operation, is
| and doing some plain and fancy
Myron Chfase and Miss Beatrice ) sunday evening at their home Mr.
r.ow at home.
, guessing I have figured it out that we Winchenbach of Dutch Neck were i and Mrs. o. V. Drew entertained in
Mr. and Mrs. William O. Williams
will be due for a win when we stack united in marrigae Saturday evening n,,nOr of the birthday anniversaries ofj
have put their small power boats on and son of Camden spent Thanks
EAGLE
MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, ME. up against these fisherfolk.'' The at the Methodist parsonage by the ■, Mr Drew and Mrs. E. A. Smalley. A |
the bank, after having ridden out the giving Day with John R. Williams.
and
summary:
Erland Quinn has returned from recent gales.
Rev. Henry O. Megert.
chicken supper was served and the
Miss Minnie Cromwell is at St.
Outlaws—Winslow, 252: Geary,
Camden where he has been having
Mr.
and
Mrs.
H.
E.
Wentworth
favors were personal hits accompan
Mrs. Abbie Gove has been at Sun Barnabas Hospital, Portland, where
274; Grindle. 257; Clayter, 257; Rob passed Thanksgiving at Spruce Head. ied by humorous rhymes. The com
his engine overhauled.
ner with all the flxin's served by the inson. 250; totaJ. 1290.
set several days with her grand she will undergo an operation.
A
new
telephone
has
recently
been
pany included Mr. and Mrs. Drew.
Richard Howard is visiting friends mother and other relatives.
George W. Regers spent the holi hostess.
j Fishermen,—Johnson. 262; Leroy installed
in Orland.
day in Warren.
Ames. 289: Law. Ames, 257; Stinson, Watts.
'Mrs. Bert Smith, Cleo Drew, Nathalie
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Howard and
The wise modern housewife shares 244; Bickford, 262; total, 1314.
A birthday party was given at the
Dr. and Mrs. SI. L. Palmer have re- I smith,
daughter Priscilla spent Thanksgiv
First He—“See that girl? Her face home of Mr. and Mrs. Everett Baum her burdens and lets The People’s
turned
from
Boston.
Mrs. Herbert Carver entertained
ing with Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Howard. is her fortune."
last Saturday evening in honor of Laundry. Tel. 170. do her family wash
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Jenks and \ the Needlecraft Club Wednesday eveWARREN
A large flock of wild geese was
| I-awrence Dickey. Cards games, sing- .rugs and quilts. The cost is low. the
Mrs. Abby Stetson who has been son of Manchester, N. IL. have been I ning.
seen Dec. 2 treking southward.
Second He—“Yeah, and it runs into ing and dancj,..g furnished enter- service prompt, the work excellent
“j
seriously
ill since going to Shelburne, guests of Mr. and Mrs. George How- \ Mr. and Mrs. Emil Coombs and soa
E. L. Carver and Wilbert Gove a nice figure.
| tainment. followed by a chicken din-)
124-tf
Elmer have returned from a week'*p
Vt.. for the winter, is now able to sit ard.
Mrs. E. SI. Whitcomb has been in visit with friends in Unity.
up. according to letter recently re
Portland.
Max White expects to be in New
ceived by Mrs. Charles Webb.
I S. F. Copeland has been ill with j ^Irs- Eillian Reed and Miss Bessie York, Dec. 18, where he has employ- I
ask for demonstration
grippe cold.
I Reed have been guests of Mr. and ment as chauffeur for Green’s Bus-(
Mr. and'Mrs. Albert E Burdick and j Mrs.
R- Hunnewell in North An Touring Co. operating between New I
York and Florida.
son James of Portland and Mr. and i 80n'
Mrs. William Chetwynde and J
Mrs. Roger Gowell of Poland were
Mrs. S. It. Weston was hostess at
guests over the holiday and weekend *he
*5uc,^°n Club, daughter Mrs. Job Cunningham who
E. 0. Philbrook & Son
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. W .R Mrs. Ella L. White held highest score, have been guests of relatives in town.
Vina],
; Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Scott have been returned Wednesday to Rockland.
Lafayette Carver Corps held regu632 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Rev. and Mrs. H. SI. Purrington in Woolwich
The Missionary Society of the Bap lar meeting at the G.A.R. rooms Tues
had as guests Thanksgiving Day
143-148
Charles G. Purrington and Miss Jen tist Church will meet with Mrs. S. day night, preceded by a six o'clock
supper.
The housekeepers: Mrs.
nie Purrington of Falmouth and H. Weston Friday afternoon.
Mrs. Nellie B. Wallace of South Alex Smith, Mrs. Bert Robbins, Mrs.
George Burt of Waterville.
Saturday and Monday Rev. and Waldoboro picked a blueberry, per Montelisu Grindle.
Mrs. Emery Robbins returned Fri
Mrs. C. D. Paul were dinner guests fect in size and color, Thanksgiving
day to Stonington having spent
at the Baptist parsonage while mak Day.
Mrs. Medora. Perry. Mrs. Annie Thanksgiving with her father Wil
ing preparations for the removal of
Thompson. Mrs. John IL Lovell and liam Williams.
; their furniture to South Portland.
Alex Davidson was in Rockland
“Help One Another” Circle of Kings Miss Angela Perry have been passing
If you want your friends and rel
Monday.
1 daughters met with Mrs. Cora Gould several days in Boston.
atives to be healthy this winter,
Popular young ladies whose names
Rev. Fletcher Knollin will not be
Monday evening to make plans for
buy a keg of Sauer Kraut.
Christmas Cheer for shut Ins, the present to speak as announced at the are on the list for the voting contest,
aged and the ill.
| Baptist Church but will come the for the wrist watch to be awarded
$2.50
2',2 Gallon Kegs
Friday afternoon the W.W.G. girls following Sunday. It is hoped that Saturday evening at Town ball as the
mo™inS, are:
meet with their director Mrs. Boyd every parent will be present' to hear I
3.00
4 Gallon Kegs
■ Caler to prepare remembrances for his talk especially those who have Ruby iMcHenan, 76,885; Nina Ames.
21,260;
Flavilla
Arey,
19,025;
Lillie
Can eend it Anywhere in the
childrcrt connected with the West End children in Sunday School. At 6
United States
I Community House. Boston.
o’clock the young people’s subject of Anderson, 5,170; Elizabeth Guilford,,
1.120.
' Sunday morning the second in the service will be, “Why Give At Christ
Union
Church
Circle
will
hold
its
■ December series of sermons will be mas?” At 7 o’clock there will be a
; given, the topic being "Salvation As service of song and the pastor’s topic usual supper at the vestry tonight at
It Is—Jesus." An invitation is ex- will be “Why I Believe in the Book of 5.30.
Mrs. Fred Coombs was hostess to
EDWIN A. DEAN
. tended to everyone to attend the Genesis.”
the “K and W. Club at her home
: pageant given at the evening services
ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 671-J
Tuesday.
R
Mont
Perry
of
Rock

I under direction of the ladies of the
140Thl49
land was guest of honor.
SIMONTON
l church.
The Farm Bureau will hold a plan
Warren friends are extending conI gratulations to Mr. and Mrs. Cecil ning meeting Dec. 10 at 2 o'clock for
THE GEORGES NATIONAL BANK
! Cushman (Cora Spear) of Thomaston the purpose of electing officers and | XILLS RATS AND MICE
The annual meeting of the stockholders of
• on the birth of a son, Tuesday morn- plan for the coming year. There will
The Georges National of Thomaston will be
' ing.
held at the hanking rooms of said hank on
be a supper ar.d entertainment in
Tuesday, January 7. 1930 at 10 o’clock A. (M.,
BUT NOTHING ELSE
Gilbert G. Harmon has returned to the evening. Further information
for the purpose of fixing the number and
■ Bowdoin College after having spent about the supper may be had from
electing a board of Directors for the ensuing
Hfon’l Hill Uvestocif, Poultry,
Thanksgiving with his parents, Mr. Food Project Leader Mrs. Maud
year and of transacting any other business
Doga, Data, or Baby Chlcba
that may legally come before them.
i and Mrs. J. C. Harmon.
Carver. Members of Rockport and
Per order,
| Mrs. Abbie Wooster is at the home Camden Farm Bureau are cordially
(Kills Rats Only) is a new extermina
L. S. LKVENSALER, Cashier
tor that can be used about the home, barn
I of Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Caler after her invited. All members who can play or
Thomaston, Maine, Dec. 2, 1929.
146-Th-l ,
poultry yard with safety as it contains
,
long
stay
at
Knox
Hospital,
where
violin,
banjo
or
any
musical
instru

no deadly poison. Hundreds of testi
The supreme advantages of balancedNOTICE OF FIRST MEETING OF
she has been recovering from a ment that they can bring with them monials. Sold on Money-Back. Guaran
CREDITORS
tee. All druggists. 75f and $2.
unit radio in a superbly beautiful furniture
i broken hip. “Aunt Abbie," a great are requested to do so.
In the District Court of the United States for
model with genuine, new-type Electro-Dy
favorite among her friends, will welI
the District of Maine.
! come visitors.
namic Speaker, and equipped with Acoustic
In the matter of John E. Gamage, Bankrupt.
A
rehearsal
of
the
third
degree
In Bankruptcy.
Equalizers — an exclusive Philco feature. The
To the creditors of John E. Gamage of Rock
1 work will be held by Warren Lodge,
land. Maine, bankrupt:
Philco is balanced to take TWO of the new 245I I.O.O.F. Friday and the staff is reNotice is hereby given that on the 30th day
Power Tubes with push-pull amplification.
i quested to be present. Lunch fol- !
of .November, 1J929, the said John E. Gamage
lows the meeting.
was duly adjudicated bankrupt; and that the
first meeting of his creditors will be held at
The third “surprise gift” was pre- |
the Knox County Court House In Rockland
1 sented Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wyllie
In said District on the 14th day of December,
I
Tuesday
evening
when
a
party
of
27.
!
1929, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at which
—a rich, artistic furniture model—with genuine Electrotime creditors may attend, prove their claims, fi
made up of Mr. Wyllie's family from i
appoint
a trustee, examine the bankrupt and •
Dynamic Speaker and Acoustic Equalizers—actually sells
Cornhill and the neighbors, having
transact such other business as may properly
DON
’
T
NEGLECT
COMING
EARLY
TO
1
gathered
at
the
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
j
come
before
said meeting.
for only $119.50. The tubes are extra. This is the famous
Frank Peabody, marched noisily in I
PREMONT J. C. LITTLE,
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Philco that you have heard so much about and have seen
■ upon them. All thoughts of the early
Augusta,
Maine,
Dec. 2, 1929.
146-lt
I rest Chester had made plans for, vanso widely exhibited and advertised. The radio with
! ished as they entered bringing with I
ANNUAL MEETING OF THE THOMASTON
nation-wide recognition for outstanding performance.
I them a bountiful lunch to round out 1
NATIONAL BANK
I the happy evening. F. D. Rowe was '
The annual meeting of the stockholders of
duly elected to present the gift of a '
the Thomaston National Bank, for choice of
directors, and such other business as may
beautiful floor lamp and it was in- I
legally come before them, will be held at their
stalled at once, in a corner apparent- i
banking rooms on Tuesday, January 7, 1939, at
ly
made
for
It.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wyllie
j
1.30 o’clock p. m.
and the
Per order,
are deservedly popular, and though it j
J. WALTER 8TROUT, Cashier.
Flawless tone—high notes, pure and clear; low notes in
is expected they will soon become
BEGINNING
Thomaston. Me.. Dec. 5, 1939.
146-TU-2
accustomed to surprises, all plans I
their true proportions. Split-hair selectivity — no groping about for
Sunday, December 8th
worked out perfectly Tuesday.
ANNUAL MEETING OF THE ROCKLAND
stations. Distance at a volume you can enjoy. An exact and precise
NATIONAL BANK
Leslie 'Studley came home Saturday [
P. M. Station
electrical balance of all units is the secret of this marvelous Philco
(Notice is hereby given that the annual J
from Lewiston where he has been re
meeting of the Stockholders of the Rockland
|
Without question the greatest musical event
ceiving surgical treatment at a hospi
Radio performance.
National Bank will be held at its banking
tal.
on the air in 1929. By all means do not miss it!
rooms on Tuesday, January 7, 1930, at 10
Miss Marjorie Spear who attends j
And to hear it at its best, listen in over
o'clock a. m. to fix the number of and elect
At Milady’s Specialty Shoppe
a Board of Directors for the ensuing year,
the famous Balanced-Unit Philco.
jCommercial College in Rockland will \
and to transact such other business as may
board in that city during the school
properly come before the meeting.
Coast to Coast Hookup
week.
Per order,
t
25 Beautiful Fur Trimmed Coats
JOSEPH EMERY, Cashier
A very interesting meeting of the
Sponsored by
Rockland. Me., Dec. 5. 1929
146-TH-2
Farm Bureau was held Tuesday at the
Any one of the Philco dealers will gladly deliver any
Baptist Church parlors with dinner
Formerly $79.50 to $49.50. To be sold for—
Philco model to your home on absolutely FREE demonstration.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
at noon under the capable direction
Do not hesitate to ask him. Prove to yourself in your own home
Whereas, John Aho, then of Warren, in
of Mrs. J. C. Harmon, food manage
the County of Knox and State of Maine, but
ment leader. Christmas candles for
Its superior and delightful performance.
now deceased, by his mortgage deed dated
the most exacting tastes were made !
November 8th, 1927, and recorded in Knox
Registry of Deeds, Book 213, Page 560, con
by Mrs. C. S. Coburn, Mrs. Parker
veyed to the undersigned, John Anderson, of
McKellar and Mrs. F. D. Rowe and
26 Rumble Seat Coats
South Thomaston in said County of Knox,
the recipes given to all who wished
certain real estate situated In said Warren,
being the same premises conveyed to Edward
them. Christmas gift suggestions
Formerly priced at $25. To be sold in this sale at—
C. Andrews by Marcus Ktarrett and Lewis >
were made and copies shown, as well
Frederick ftt arret t by their warranty deed,
as reed work done at this meeting.
dated April 1st, 1889, and recorded in Knox
Ten members were present and 15
Registry of Deeds, Book 8ft, Page 86, and land
conveyed by Franklin Htarrctt to Edward C.
guests. Four new members were
Andrews, October 4th. 1889, by his war
added. The next gathering will be [
ranty deed, recorded In Knox Registry of
about
Jan.
15,
when
Miss
Lawrence
,
Deeds. Book 8ft, Page 535. Excepting and
PHILCO DISTRIBUTOR
300 Fine Hats
reserving the land conveyed hy Edward C.
will be present and plans made for ' j
Andrews
to Leander S. Robinson by warranty
1930.
TEL. 661
643 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.
deed, dated August 26th, 1891, and recorded
Regular
$3.00
and
$4.00
Values.
In
This
Sale
—
A mistake in type in Tuesday's |
lu Knox Registry of Deeds, Book 88, Page 198.
issue of this paper turned the "fine"
Belug the farm in said Warren upon which
PHILCO DEALERS
I now live. See Knox Registry of Deeds, Book
moose, shot hy Burdeen Simmons,
136, Tage 163. and Book 143. Page 111. Said
NORTH HAVEN—Emery Wooster
WALDOBORO—Arthur H. Brown
into five moose, a most unlucky num
farm contains one hundred fifty (130) acres,
DARK HARBOR—Chester A. Decker
ber. under the present law, had it
NEW HARBOR—C. J. Hanna
more or less.
VINALHAVEN—Peaslee & Ross
Subject, however, to the interest of Charles
been
correct.
SOUTH BRISTOL—E. T. Thompson
This
Sale
Means
a
Saving
To
You
of
Fifty
Cents
on
Hill and his wife.
CAMDEN—C. E. Marriner
Edwin Crawford and Mabel Craw
And Whereas the condition of said mort
WARREN—Bryan S. Robinson
FRIENDSHIP—F. D. Winchenbaugh
the Dollar. You May Never Have Such a Chance
ford entertained at a family dinner |
gage has been broken,
UNION—Gorden-Lovejoy Co.
PORT CLYDE—L. B. Anthony Co.
Now Therefore, by reason of the breach of
party Thanksgiving Day Mrs. Rosetta : <
Again.
Come
Down
and
Convince
Yourself
the condition thereof, 1 claim a foreclosure r
THOMASTON
—
Cozy
Corner
Cupboard
LINCOLNVILLE—Nichols Garage
Packard of Waldoboro. Mr. and Mrs.
of
said mortgage.
WISCASSET—Haggett's Garage
COOPER'S MILLS—F. F. Coombs
W. L. Lawry and N. C. Crawford of
Dated at Rockland. Maine, this twentieth
EAST BOOTHBAY—E F. Gamage
ST. GEORGE RD., THOMASTON—Wayside Garage
this place.
day of November, A. D. 1929.
BOOTHBAY HARBOR—Lewie Electric Co.
JOHN ANDERSON
STONINGTON—T. E. Boyce
STATE OF MAINE
THOMASTON—Maynard Wentworth
ROCKLAND—Sea View Garage
Il is probably useless to suggest
Knox, SS.
November 20th, 1919.
DAMARISCOTTA—Sands S. Woodbury
TENANT’S HARBOR—Ernest Rawley
that Dolly Gann and Alice Longworth
Personally appeared the above named John
Anderson, and made oath that the foregoing
sit on a log beside the Rapldan and
ROCKLAND
NEWBERRY
BLOCK
foreclosure
notice, by him signed, is true.
declare a truce. They would doubt
Before me,
BE SURE TO SEE AND HEAR THE PH’LCO BEFORE YOU BUY ANY RADIO
less not agree on who was to sit at
GILFORD B. BUTLER .tf
which end of the log.—Detroit News.
14ft-Th-MA
Juxttce of the Peace.

G. W. PALMER & SON 1

Your Christinas
Tree

Osborn Christmas
Tree Holder

has

TONE*BEAUTY

andyears ofun
interruptedService

Kendall & Whitney

j

G. W. PALMER & SON

AMRAD

House-Sherman, Inc.

CROSLEY
RADIO

SAUER KRAUT

And Here Is
What You Get—

K-R-O

«te!sis«!s«««!s!£*es<s«'s'«kPS’si«F<pee««,»

Yes, this handsome screen grid Philco Lowboy

MatchlessTone-Sharp Selectivity
Vast Distance Range

Yours On Easy Payments

—Tunc In—
Again on the Air!
LEOPOLD
STOKOWSKI

Philadelphia Orchestra

t? To The People of Rock&
land and Vicinity
j?

“

Great Money Saving

| Half Price Sale
Wednesday, December 4

FREE Home Demonstration
FREE Installation

PHILCO

See It! Hear It! At Any Philco Dealer
F. W. FARREL COMPANY

$36.50

$17.30

Half Price

Milady’s Specialty Shoppe

“X-

-i -
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Give MOTHER, What She
tZeally Wants This Christmas
a Few Minutes Out of the Busy Day Just for HERSELF

In the busy hubbub of the average family what Mother would not
throw up her hands joyfully and thank any member of her family for
providing a way whereby she could save time, tedious routine, labor and
ACTUALLY GIVE HER A FEW EXTRA MINUTES FOR HERSELF!
Wouldn’t it be about the best Christmas present that could be given?
Surely one which would show the kindness of the giver in a way that
scarcely any other gift would.

Every time an electrical appliance is added to the family group some
work is made easier, quicker, and better AND IN THE END GIVES A
LIlTLE MORE LEISURE. If You don’t believe it ask the woman who
has an electric washer. And so it is with the other electrical appliances.
This year our stores are featuring two major appliances for the
thoughtful giver—two appliances that mean more comfort, more leisure
and WHICH WILL MAKE MOTHER HAPPIER AND THE HOME A
BETTER PLACE IN WHICH TO LIVE—an Electric Range and Electric
Water Heater.

$195 Cash—$210 Time
Our stores carry two of the most widely known electric
ranges on the market . . . the Hotpoint and Universal, to
satisfy the most discriminating tastes in style, size or color
combinations.
Both the Universal and the Hotpoint are good reliable
ranges. People’s taste varies and for that reason some
prefer one model to that of the other; were they to choose
either they will he equally satisfied.

The model pictured here has the time and temperature
control features which assure you of the same uniform
results every time; it comes in gray enamel with white por
celain front. Sells regularly for $265, special Christmas
price of $195, installed.

Specially Reduced

$ 19.50

Down

Places This Range in Your Home
Ready to Use
Twelve Months on the Balance

for the

$195 Cash—$210 Time
With the modern Hotpoint automatic electric range
shown above, Mother can place a complete meal in the
oven. Then it takes but ten seconds to set the automatic
electric timer for the time cooking is to start and stop,
and the automatic temperature control for the exact heat
to be maintained during the cooking. Then she can leave
the kitchen or the house for all day. When she returns,
dinner will be scientifically cooked to perfection and
ready to serve. IT’S LIKE HAVING A MAID AT NO
COST! Regularly sells for $265. Our special Christ
mas price at $195, installed.

CHRISTMAS SEASON ONLY
Electrically Heated HOT WATER

This Universal Electric
Range gives the same ease
of cooking, economy and
leisure that either of the
above models will give. It
has practically the same
features with the exception
of the time control which
may be purchased at a
slight additional cost.

Ready at Mother’s Finger Tips 24 hours a day
j
%
And what better gift than a Sepco Electric Water
Heater that provides a continuoys supply of hot water
(and it is HOT—1 50 degrees F.) 24 hours a day.
Surely a gift that gives Mother as well as many other
members of the family, a generous supply of hot water
for the bath, dishes, washing and the many other uses
in the home, would be a most welcome gift.
The Sepco automatic is “the finest electric hot water
system that I have ever known, I would not ask for any
thing better” so say nearly 300 customers who now use
them in our territory.
The guaranteed copper tank is fully enclosed with a
granulated cork insulation which prevents the least pos
sible radiation of heat to the outside which means a big
saving.
You need never give a thought as to whether the water
is hot for with the Sepco on the job—IT IS SURE TO BE!

For the small family it is
ideal, it comes in a black
enamel finish with white
porcelain front, has three
cooking units including the
oven with temperature con
trol features. The regular
price is $ 1 7 5 specially re
duced for the Christmas
season to $137.50.
$13.75 Down Places This Ranje in
Your Home. Balance in 12 Months.

$137.50 Cash—$151.25 Time

$10,00 Down—Balance 18 Months

$150 Cash—$165 Time
Installed to your present system

-Choose One of these Fine Electric Gifts NOW at our Special Christmas Prices—Just a small
down payment places it in your home Christmas Eve.

Central Maine Power Company
•a

at any of

KI

.

our stores

Every-Other-Day
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following as members of their Christ- Sunday evening. It will be a rare
THOMASTON
mas committee who are specially opitirt unity for the boys to meet hunThe Past Chancellors of Arcana
charged witli making gifts to that dreds of others and hear some fine
Lodge, K. of 1’., sat down to their class known as “shut-ins:” Mrs.. speakers who are leaders in tlie religi
15th annual banquet at their castle
Minnie New bert, Mrs. Leila Smalley, ous work for boys. Those who will
hall Friday evening.
Seventeen Mrs. Grace Andrews. Miss Elizabeth attend are LaForest Grafton. Vernon
members and the visitor, were pres
Washburn and Miss Harriet Bqrgess. Packard. Roland I’aquin. John Singer,
ent. Tlie chief, trencher man was
Mrs. William Harrison of Clark Douglass Walker. Leroy Whitten.
absent on account of an unexpected
Island
is visiting her sister, Mrs. William Strong. Leonard Stover,
indisposition.
The ladies of thc
Ralph Smalley.
James
Felt.
Mayflower Temple, Pythian Sisters, j
Mr.
Woodcock,
district
superin

furnish a chicken supper with ac
Sale of hand decorated articles, i
cessories so well cooked and served tendent of the First National Stores, china, shades and the latest novelties.
who
purchased
the
Overlook
house
that memory of it lingers.
Big discount on china.
Myrtle i
The seniors of the High School will on Knox street for his residency has Strong. 30 Knox street, Thomaston.
been
transfered
to
Bath
where
he
have a social at Andrews gymnasium
.
Tel. 44-3.—adv.
146-147
Friday evening with music and danc will have charge of the lar/re store
maintained
by
the
company
there.
1
ing.
.
ROCKPORT
Miss Belle Brown and Betty Brown He will leave as soon as a rent can be
secured.
Meanwhile
he
has
rented
were in Portland Saturday.
Annual elee*ion of officers of Fred i
Mr. Wolfe and family have re his tenement to Willis J. Spear who
turned from a few days spent at his will move in as soon as it is vacated. \ Norwood. W.R.C., will take place i
Members of the Half Hour Reading at their regulai; meeting next Friday i
old home in Pennsylvania.
Miss Gladys Doherty entertained at Club and others who may wish to evening.
Mrs. Annie Spear returned Tuesday
bridge in honor of Mrs. James Walters join are reminded of the "Book
of Everett, Mass., who was the Chat" Friday at 7.30 at the Public from a two week’s visit with rela
tives in New York.
Thanksgiving guest of her aunt. Mrs. Library.
Harry Lane is spending a few days
The supper of the Baptist Ladies’
J. E. Watts. Honors fell to Mrs. Leah
Davis, Mrs. Emma Young and the Circle Wednesday was well patron with his family on Mechanic street.
The open meeting of the Twentieth
ized and followed by a program both
guest prize to Mrs. Walters.
Miss Irene Young who has been serious and humorous made an eve Century Club Friday afternoon will
visiting her family on Georges street ning of recreation wholesome and be held at the home of Miss Marion
has returned to Boston.
stimulating The program; Piano Weidman instead of at the home of
Miss Elizabeth Calder of Camden, solo. Miss'Harriet Burgess; vocal Mrs. Leola Mann, as first planned.
a teacher In the grade schools of | solo. .Master Gerald Rowland; vguess Members please note the change.
Mrs. Elizabeth Spear is visiting her
Thomaston, driving to her home Mon ing game, "What Our Grandmother
day afternoon, when near Dexter Missed:" reading. Miss Frances brother H. L. True and family at
street, was upset in the car which Shaw: vocal solo. iMrs. June Creigh Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Buzzell and
turned over three times, landing on ton: piano solo, Evangeline Paquln;
the street railway track.
Miss guessing game; comedy sketch. Mrs. Mrs. Cora Morrill spent Monday in
Calder escaped with a badly bruised Kilborn. assisted by Mrs. Leila Smal Bath.
At the regular meeting of Harbor
knee. A motorist carried her to her ley. Mrs. Minnie Newbert. Mrs. Grace
Andrews. Mrs. Leona Starrett, Miss Light Chapter. O.E.S., Tuesday night,
home. The car w as badly damaged.
Mrs. Grace Payson and mother, Gladys Doherty and Miss Jennie the degrees were conferred on two
candidates. The next meeting will
Mrs. Copeland, who have spent the Moody.
Charles Copeland and friend Mr. be held Dec. 17 with picnic supper
summer on their farm in Cushing, are
now living in Mis. Arthur Pillsbury’s Claflin were in town Wednesday eve and initiation.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Adams mo
house on Green street which will be ning overnight. Mr. Copeland came
to visit his daughter Mrs. William tored to Bangor Wednesday.
their winter home.
Mrs. Charles E. Grotton is in Wal
The annual business meeting of the Gray who is spending the winter in
doboro where sh^ will pass the winter
Men's Community Brotherhood will Belfast.
Mrs. Sarah Cook who had a serious with her husband who has employ
be held in the Congregational vestry
Dec'. 10. with supper at 6 o'clock. attack of illness a few days ago is ment in that town.
Lloyd Rhodes and Maynard Graf
Arthur W. Hatch will give an address improving which will be welcome
fam have returned to Castine Normal
news to her many friends.
on ‘‘Ship Models."
Mrs. .Mi.rie Singer a member of the School after spending the holiday
Miss Jane Tucker, who has been
the guest of Mrs. Richard V- Elliot for school hoard is substituting In the weekend with their parents.
Mrs. Adelaide Morrill leaves Thurs
a few days, returned Tuesday to her first grade for Miss Elizabeth Calder
of Camden who was injured by the day for Wilkes Barre. Pa., where she
home in Wiscasset.
There will be a basketball game overturning of her car Monday aft will spend the winter with her niece
and nephew. Mr. and Mrs. Elmer E.
Friday evening between the Thomas ernoon while on the way home.
Rev. H. S. Kilborn and Joseph Mathews. Mr. Mathews is superin
ton Alumni and High School, to be
Paquin with nine boys from the Bap tendent of the General Hospital in
followed by a social.
News has been received that Mrs. tist Sunday School will leave Friday that place.
Katherine Simmons has arrived in morning to attend the Boys’ Confer
ence at Lewiston which will close
READ THE WANT ADS.
Chicago, her home for the winter.
Mrs. Ellis Copeland has returned
from Lowell where she was called by
the illness of her sister. Mrs. Alden
Matthews, who ha3 recovered.
The Chatencet Club will meet
Thursday evening with Mrs. William
can be seen at
Stone, Pleasant street.
MUNSEY
GARAGE
A large flock of geese passed over
Thomaston Monday going South.
Rockland, Me.
Limerock Street
The Beta Alpha Club at their meet
ing Monday evening appointed the

For Sale-1921 Half Ton Ford Truck

HAS AN

ENVIABLE

•Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Arau. daughl ter Lucine and son Anthony of Wol-

Battery E of Camden, Though a Youngster, Has Many
(William
Prizes To Prove Prowess
j Mrs. L.

:
Capt. Carlton H. Hammond
tery E, Camden

Bat-

<ins them with the present 240th C.A.
The first sign ol a unit belonging to
that regiment was in 1920 when the
present Battery was organized as the
3d Co. C. A. Maine National Guard
E Battery whi’.? stationed in an old
military area Is the youngest mem
ber in history of* the batteries as
signed to the 210th C.A.
In January. 1922. the 3d company
became the 303d .company, and in
June the same year became a part
of the 1st Coast Defense Command.
Maine National Guard the present
240th). In September. 1923, the 1st
C D.C. became tlie 240tli C.A. and the

Lieut. Shirley Shute, Battery
Camden

Half Price Sale
Starting Wed. Morning, Dec. 4
at Milady’s Specialty Shoppe
A $25,000 stock to be

sold at one-half price

in this great sale.

SAVE
50%

COkTS-DRESSES HATS

■

_________ j
and o.oth Infantries (now 240th
G A.) It was reorganized in 1872 as ji
the Montgomery Guards (Portland) ij
?nd in 1880 rejoined the 1st Infantry
as Company E.
Although there :
stem to be no connecting records,
there is an indention that the Montg mery Guards may have been a re j
organization of the Portland Rifie
Guards (or Corps) which was or (
ganized in 1810.
The Portland
Guards is the most written about unit
aii und Portland prior to the Civil
War. hut there is no record of its reo! ganization after the war.
The Montgomery Guards saw servat Chickamauga Park, Ga., dur
ing the Spanish War and with the
54th Artillery (C.A.) during the
World War. fIt was demobilized at
( amp Devens in March, 1919, and has

1

300 Silk Dresses—all the latest styles and new
est shades. Regular prices $14.75 and $9.75.
Sale Price—

$4.75
200 Cloth Dresses, sizes 14-50 in Tweeds and
Covered Cloth. Formerly priced $19.50 to

$12.50.

Sale Price—

$5.75
100 Dress Coats with Rich Fur Trimming.
Former Price $39.50 to $29.50. Sale Price—

$14.75
FREE—A Hat Will Be Given Absolutely
Free to the First Five Customers Buying Dress

NEWBERRY BLOCK

ROCKLAND

At Camden, after organization in
1921 Captain William G. Stover com
manded the 3d company until 1923.
Capt. Alva L. Anderson, followed by
Capt. Maurice W. Greenlaw, its com
mander until 1926. when Capt. RichThe People’s Laundry. Llmerock
Vpd F. Saville assumed command.
Cipt. Saville was in command until street, is prepared to lighten your
November, 1923, when he was re household burdens at only nominal
lieved to take command of Battery G expense. Telephone 170 and let us
call for your family wash and return
at Rockland.
During its short life Battery E ; it to you immaculate. The cost is
124-tf
has made an enviable record as an j surprisingly low.
outstanding military organization,
winning much praise for its efficiency
and for its able ability along athletic j
lines. Its rifle team is always on
iiand at the State shoot in Auburn,
upholding the small arms records j
of the Maine*Coast Artillery. At the,
annual encampments Battery E has i
had great success with 10-inch rifles ]
end with the 12-inch disappearing
guns, winning the gunnery cup
(12-inch guns) in 1928. It was en
SHOE
titled to wear thc red *E” on the uni
form left sleeve for one year, show
COMBINATION LAST
ing that the battery had received the
rating of ‘ Excellent’’ from the office
of the chief of Coast Artillery. Its
Cold Weather Comfort
size and strength has always been
Assured in Arch Healers
outstanding showing the high degree
of loyalty and morale of the man mak
a Style for Every Foot
ing up the command.
AA to E
Its present organization follows:

Akch Healer

• ♦ ♦ ♦

$4.95

Captain—Carlton H. Hammond,
commanding battery.
Second Lieutenants — George W.
Hardy, administration officer and
Shirley A. Shute, executive and sup
ply officer.
First Sergeant—Martin C. Rich
ards.
Sergeants — Kenneth R. Brown,
mess sergeant: Joseph G. Leonard.
C’arence H. Pendleton, Albert J.
Talbot, supply sergeant.
Corpofals Gr. V.—Casper E. Datrcette, Bertrand I. Eugley, Forest C.
Magee, battery clerk. Leroy E. Rolfe,
Clinton A. Shlbles. George H. Tal
bot. Albert W. Young, Ivan R. Young.
Privates Gr. VI.—Llewelyn B.
Bridges, Russell R. Chandler, Millard
A. Crooker, Cranston B. Dean, Fred
erick S. Gray. Raymond A. Hoch,
Malcolm C. Rankin. Leon P. Rich- l
aids, Richard H. Stairs, George H. j
Underhill, Bradford H. Young.
Privates Gr. VII.—Earl S. Banks,
Theodore H. Beveridge. Marell L. '
Brodis, Herbert H. Brown. Albert B. :
Carleton. Charles P. Davis, Edwin R. |
Dodge, William E. Driscoll, Freder- i
iek W. Ebert. Harrison F. Estes. Her- !
bert L. Carey. Clyde N. Gray. Her- !
bert J. Gunnerson, Albert T. Gushee.
Fred F. Heath, Elmer E. Hills, |
Robert S. Hopkins. Naino Leo. Mel
vin Libby, Arthur J. Marriner, Reino I
Masalin, Robert W. Moody, Albert
E Nutter, Donald L. Overlock,
Shmuel J. Pease, Thomas B. Pendle
ton, William A. Porter, I>enman S.
Richards, Carl A. Ripley, Charles H.
Roberts. Raymond, D. Stockwell,
Augustus O'. Wellman, Melville O.
Welt, Earl D. Young.

Brown and Black Calfskin

Low and High Overshoes
Women’s and Children's

$1.50, $1.75, $1.98
to $3.50
Jresey Cloth or Rubber
All Colors

Felt and Satin Slippers
of Every Description
Men, Women, Children

DANCES

Membership in the Nursing Service
of the American Iteil Cross is based
solely upon professional qualifica
tions. and requires no initial fee.
Enrollment goes on the year around.
It should be coveted by every nurse.
This Nursing Service provides a Re
serve for the Army and Navy Nurse
Corps. This is provided primarily for
ultimate disaster—war.
In actual
practice, however, the nursing service
cooperates at all times with the gov
ernment nursing services and reminds
nurses at intervals of the great im
portance of maintaining these serv
ices at maximum quotas.
Army,
iNavy,
Veterans’ Bureau, Public
Health, each has a finely organized
service, with Its own particular at
tractions and opportunities for ad
vancement.

•«.•

Lost and Found

LOST—Automatic shot ttun between Sutolv
Point and Belfast. TBL. Camden 7T-W.

latid.

Community Hall

Spruce Head
until further notice

14SH4J

i+«-it

69c to $3.00

Ring—

R. E. NUTT

Advertise

SHOE STORE
436 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

FOR iSALE—Finnish ski, first class make
and Finnish bunting knives. EMIL RIVERS,
342 Park St., Rockland, Me.
146*1.»1

FOR SALE—Dayton Seale In Al condition,
small show case, one soprano saxophone, low
pitch, siher plated and one E flat bass.
EMIL RIVERS. 342 Park St.. Rockland. Me.
146*151
FOR SALE Cbristr-is trees, very best, 35a
and 5»h’. JEROME F..YE, 9 Sweetland St.
Tel. 465.
146*148

FOR SALE—One-half to i Ford truck, 1927.
Can be seen at Ml’NSEY CARACE, Rockland.
147-tf

FOR SALE—Hand made articles and nov
elties at 187 BROADWAY, Saturday p. m.
146*147
FOR SALE—In Warren, 13 acres of land,
half wooded; one mile from Postoffice: nice
house lot. A. L. PERRY. Warren.
146*151

FOR SALE -One pair of heavy horMB«
MARY ANDERSON, West Meadow road. Tel.
1175.
146*148

FOR SALE—Or to rent, the Emery Frank
Thomas house at last Union, opposite the
Orange hall. Inquire of ERNEST C. DAVIS.
Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
145-150
FOR SALE—Two new milch cows. ^HKKO
LOFMAN. Rockville, Me. Tel. 263-11.
145*147
FOR SALE—Fox hound pups.
C. B.
WATTS. Warren, Me._______________ 145*147
FOR SALE- Bremer-Tully cabinet radio^
all electric, $125 complete. Regular price
$217.50. J. Al. PEASE. Tel. 367-11. 145*147
JkOR SALE- -Child’s crib, also Victrola and
records. TEL. 212-3 Thomaston.
144-146
FOR SALE--Hard wood, fitted, $M cord de
livered. Leave orders at 50(1 Main St., Rock
land. Tel. 682-W or K. SALMI.NEN. West
Rockport.
144*155
FOR SALE—Winter apples, $1 bushel.
Bnldwins, greenings, russets, bell flowers.
CHARLES. S. HALL. 21 Ocean St. Tel. 879.
144-116
FQR SALE—Oak dining room set. table,
six rtiairs with leather seat, buffet, rocker and
arm chair with leather seat. Price reasonable
if taken at once. MRS. T. M. SAUNDERS,
102 Union St. Tel. 1196-R,
142*145-tf
FOR SALE—Cabbage, $1.50 per 100 lbs.,
at farm of JOHN KEI.NANE.N, R. 1. Box H>2.
Warren, Me.
143*148
FOR SALE—Pair black work horses, weight
2900. with harness, blankets, etc., also pung
and jigger. Price reasonable. W. R. FOSTER,
City. Tel. 93-W.
141-tf
FOR SALE—Several small wood lots on
main road. T. J. CARROLL. Tel. Rockland
263-21.
141-146
FOR SALK—Limited number of used ranges,
parlor stoves and wood burners in good con
dition at very reasonable prices. Apply to
STONINGTON FURNITURE CO. Tel. 980
139-147
FOR SALE—Wood lot of about 20 acres In
town of Rockport near Oakland Park. Partly
old growth. For Information call ROCKLAND
44-2.
139-150
FOR SALE—Six room cottage. Inquire R.
U. COLLINS or C. E. GOULDLNQ, 54 Pacific
St.
_____________________________ 121-tf
FOR SALE—Hard wood, fitted, $14; long,
$10; junks, $12; slabs fitted $8; also lumber
delivered. T. J. CARROLL. Tel. 263-21.
1’. 0. Thomaston.
132-tf
FOR SALE—Hard wood, fitted, $14 : soft
wood fitted, $9; Junks $8. L. F. TOLMAN.
P. 0. Thomaston. Tel. 263-13.
132-tf
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at the
Rockland Hair Store. 236 Main St. Mall orders
solicited. HELEN ( . RHODES.________ 132-tf
FOR SALE—Cedar boat boards, all thick
nesses. Small lots five cents foot planed two
sides, large orders cheaper. Lobster traps,
buoys, oak laths. Also other boat lumber.
JOEL P. WOOD. Belfast. T-l. 177-14. 132-tf

To Let
TO LET—Four rooms upstairs, electric
lights, toilet, 53 Tillson Ave. Also five rooms
down stairs. Winter St., with electric lights,
toilet.

Apply 53 TILLSON AVE,

146*148

NOTICE—Is hereby given of tlie loss of
TO LET—Six room apartment at 21 Fulton
deposit book numbered 2992 and the owner of
said book asks for duplicate in accordance St. ROSE PRESCOTT, 240 Broadway.
___________________________________
146-151
with the provision of the State law. SE( l RITY TRUST CO., Rockland, Elmer C.
TO LET—Five room tenement.
Finished
Davis, Treas.
146-Tb-152 attic, electric lights, gas and flush closet. 10 FOI ND—Black, white and tan female GURPV STREET,___________________ 146*1 18
hound. Owner can have by coming after il
TO LET—Furnished tenement at 47 North
and paying charges. WALTER H. iUX.GS, Main (St., all modern, electric lights, gas, hot
Waldoboro Village.
116-149 and cold water, bath, rent reasonable. FLOYD
L. -SHAW. 47 North Main St. Tel. 422-R
146-tf
Wanted
TO LET—Two room apartment, furnished,
WANTED—Noting man good in figures and
all
modern
conveniences.
Apply
2
WILLOW
writing, honest and plenty of pep. to serve
146*148
cn smack. Winter’s position If satisfactory. ST.
Tel. 595-J. J. C. HARMON, Rockland.
TO LET—Rent of six rooms, electric lights,
furnace,
garage.
Price reasonable. FRED
146*148
WANTED—Young widow or refined girl to VLNAL, 301 Limerock St. Tel. 407-M.
146*148
share cozy apartment in Cambridge. Ten
cent fare to Boston. Would assist in secur
TO LET—Building 30 ft.x30 ft. next to the
ing position. Excellent locality and envir Playground on Limerock St., suitable for work
onment. Write HILDA M. KLM-I*TON, 500 shop, garage or storage. MRS. EDITH A.
146-151
Huron Ave., Cambridge, (Mass.
116-148 HICKS. 84 Middle St. Tel. 988.
WANTED—-Wet washings and Ironings at
TO LET—Two furnished rooms for light.
IS STATE STREET. Tel. 1068.
146-149 housekeeping, heated and with all modern
51 GRANITE STREET. Tel.
WANTED—By young girl—position as gen Improvements.
115-147
eral, maid or waitress. Experienced. Address W2-M.
TO LET—Garage. V. F. STl DLEY, 69
”Y,” care Courier-Gazette.
146-148
Park St Tel. HKft.
145-tf
WAN TED—By gentleman room and board
in private family, stilctly clean In habits, etc.
TO LET—Three furnished rooms, modern^
’Give phone number and if children and othei Improvements, adults only. Inquire 30 WARREN ST.________________________
145*147
particulars in letter to BOX 403 Rockland.
146*148
TO LET—Small house, lights, gas. toilet and
WANTED—'Practical nurse. TEL. 126-4 garage. L.
FIELD. 19 McLoud St. Tel.
Thomaston.
146-tf 851-R.
145*147
WANTED—'Position as clerk, dry goods
TO LET Nice house in good repair. Apply
store preferred, by High School graduate with L. C. AMES. 28 Elm St. Tel. 1293. 145*147
six months experience. MISS £M. E. MARTO LET—Two furnished rooms for light
RI.NER. Rockport. Me.
145*147 housekeeping,
lights, gas. water. E. N. SYLWANTED—Long
haired
shag
kittens. VESTER, 23 Cedar St. Tel. 8IM-.
lH-Htl
Write age, color and sex. JOHN S. RANTO LET—Two rents on Tillson Ave. with
LETT, Rockville, Me. Tel. 352-14.
144*149 electric lights and toilet: opposite St. Clair &
WANTED—At once experienced sales lady Allen. TEL. 111-J.
144-149
in store for 4'hrist>ias season. Address BOX
TO LET—Heated rooms. $3.50 and up per
466, Rockland.
144-146 wock. THE KEN MORE, M Park St.
141*146
WANTED—Woman for general housework.
TO LET—Well furnished, partially heated
two in family. Apply at 10 Hall’s Lane. apartment of 3 rooms and toilet, $28 month.
MRS. NINA FEYLER.
144*146 Inquire 12 KNOX ST., Rockland. Tel. 578-W.
WANTED—Representatives in each town to
143-tf
sell lingerie, hosiery, shirts and Christmas
TO LET—Seven room house with or with
Neckties. No experience necessary. ParL-or out garage, situated between Main and Union
full time work. Write P. 0. BOX 105 Rdrk- Sts. Bath room, electric lights, gas stove,
land. __________
144*146 window shades, windo wscreens in season.
WANTED—-Plain sewing to do at home. NELSON B. COBB, Fuller-Cobb-Davia.
Especially aprons. Tel. 1002-M.
144-146
142-tf
WANTED—Large and small Currier-Ives
TO LET—Modern hqnse, furnished or un
pictures. Will pay good price. Call at C. M. furnished. or rooms for light housekeeping at
BLAKE WALL J’APER STORE.
139-tf 30 High St. Inquire 11. M. DANE, Rockland
Furniture Co. Tel. 427-R.
142-tf
WANTED—Two roomers.
Inquire MRS.
W. S. KENNISTON, 176 Mala St. Tel. 874-W.
TO LET—-Six room up-stairs tenement. 102
Union St. Tel.
1049-J or apply at 100 UNION
139-tf
ST.
H2-tf
TO LET—Four room tenement on Camden
Miscellaneous
St., and garage. T. J. CARROLL. Tel. Rock
.XOW IS A GOOD TIME lor inaide paint land 263-21.
141-146
ing. paper hanging and ceilings whitened. A.
TO LET—Five room apartment, furnished,
E. MORTON Tel, 122._________
H5»15ll
all modern conveniences. Call at THE ELMS,
BOSTON l AIbORS—Suit made to order 12 Elm St.
140-tf
from $25 up.
Ladles’ or Men’s clothing
TO LET—House of six rooms, fine ct
cleaned, pressed, repaired or dyed. Suit
pressed 75c. All work guaranteed. 492 MAIN toilet, electricity, gas and furnace: (
St. Tel. 8399. Open evenings.
132-tf large veranda. Newly papered and pai
throughout. Large yard. Adults only.
FARMS. COUNTRY HOMES, COTTAGES 8TltEET. Rockland.
1
and estates, up-to-date property. In the gar
TO LET—Tenements. Call at C. M. BI.
den spot of Maine—Penobscot Hay. Write
’
us what you want. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Bel WALL PAPER STORE.
fast, Me.
132-tf
TO LET—House at 38 Mechanic S.
quire MRS. W. S. KENNISTON, 176 Mai
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws ano Tel. 874-W.
j
repair your furniture at lit LQiEKOCK St.
Tel. 1910.
132-tf
TO LET—Tenements In Naum bio
of 3 rooms and bath, and two of 3 ro<
kitchen, also store. Call at 220 MAE

In a Magic

DISCONTINUED

FOR SALE—INew bouse with garage at
Clark Island at a bargain. C. A. JOHNSON,
9 Otis St.. Rockland.
145*153

146-150

LOST- Hound, at East Waldoboro Tliursday. female, white, brown ears.
Reward
Notify MRS. H. A. MASON. Tel. 591-J Roek-

A Magic Word

are to be

at

I

FOR SALE At u bargain chamber set,
side board, desk, morris chair, two rocking
chairs, two parlor stoves. TEL 121-M or
call over Carinl’s fruit store.
146*148

In Everybody’s Column

Coats.

Milady’s Specialty Shoppe

RED CROSS NURSES

Requirements for Joining the nurs
ing service.
Nursing Education: The applicant
must he a graduate of an accredited
school for nurses, having at least a
daily average of fifty patients dur
ing the applicant's training period.
Graduates not having this require
ment may meet it bjf afflllation or
post-graduate work at six months’ in
a general hospital which does meet
this requirement.
Registration: In states where regtration is required by law, the nurse
applying for enrollment in the Red
Cross must be registered.
Afflllation: The applicant must be
a member of the American Nurses
Association by afflliatlon through her
alumnae, district and state associa
tions.
Citizenship: A nurse applying for
enrollment must be a citizen of the
United States. An applicant born in
EAST UNION
Paul Harriman spent Thanksgiv- thfs country is a citizen, regardless
ing with his mother Mrs. S. E. Went of her father’s nationality.
Age Limit: Applicants must be pt
worth.
The annex to the Grange hall is up least 21 and, not over 45 years.
Married Nurses: Married nurses
and shingled.
Donald Tolman and family have are not eligible for general enroll
ment in the Red Cross nursing serv
moved to West Rockport.
ice.
Funeral services for Sarah A.,
Physical Examination: A certifi
widow of Obadiah Daniels, were held
cate must be filed with the enroll
Nov. 28 from ner late home.
ment
application.
Immunization
The Community Club held a 6 against typhoid, para-typhoid, and
o’clock supper Wednesday night.
smallpox is also requires! when an
W. George Payson, John Kearly. applicant is assigned to service of a
Fred' Spear and Joe Gath spent a few nature which renders such precaudays in Boston recently.
: tionary measures desirable.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Morton
Endorsement: Each applicant must
pleasantly
entertained
relatives lie accompanied by a credential enThanksgiving Day.
| dorsed preferably by the present su
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Howard of Rock perintendent of the training school
land were dinner guests, Sunday of from which she graduated, or by one
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Payson.
under whom she trained. This cre
George Livingston who is employed dential will be obtained by the local
in Providence spept the holiday with committee on Red Cross nursing serv
his family in this place.
ice which •will complete the papers.
Mrs. May Robbins is in Warren
where she will spend several weeks
with Mr. and Mrs. G. D. Gould.
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Payson and Mr.
and Mrs. W. G. Payson were week
Advertisements In this column not to exceed
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Merton three lines Inserted once for 25 cents, 3 tiroes
for 50 cents. Additional lines 5 cents each
Payson in South Windham.
for one time, 10 cents for tnree times. Six
Next meeting of the Farm Bureau words make a line.
will be held Dec. 13 in Grange din
ing room, an ail-day session.

Battery E, Camden

Special Sale Features

The Red Cross

FOR ■SALE—-Singer sewing machine at 67
WILLOW ST Tel 1086-W.
146-148

s’toughton.’ Mrs.

Shllvy. Mrs. Lucy Gitto and
M. Brigand! of Dorchester,
were recent guests of Mrs Minnie
i Arau.
lily Lieut. S. E. Willard]
Mrs. Rodney Beverage entered
In 1855 a company of Light Infan 303d company became Battery E of Knox Hospital Tuesday for surgical
try was organized at Camden and the regiment. This designation still operation.
Friday at Comique - theatre the
assigned to the 3d Division (Area). stands. Due to the battery’s youth
under way an historical re ‘ Lucky Star” will he tharattraction
This was only one of the many that there
were formed during the period from st arch to det’»mine if the history of and Saturday. Jack MwBall and
1775 to 1861 as all citizens were re- th« old 5th company. C.A. Maine Na- Dorothy Mackaill in “Two Weeks
quired to enroll in the Militia under tional Guard can be made perpetuate 1 Off.’’
through E Battery. This has been
the military law.
Miss Helen Rich was hostess this
The history of the company or- done with many other old historical week to the Frienda-In-Council.
ganized in 1835 can be traced only units and since the 5th was one of
This Thursday evening there will
for a short time, as there were many the oldest military organizations of he a dance in Masonic hall under the
units1 and individuals called to Fed- thc State of Maine it seems logical auspices of the Mqsonic Club. Re
freshments will be served.
eral service at the beginning of the | to permit E. Battery to carry it on.
Capt. and Mrs. Henry Barnes and
Civil War. Of these units and of the j The old 5th was organized in 1854
units called during the Spanish War j as E Company. 1st Regiment. It young son and Capt. and Mrs. Murray
■Smith have returned from a visit with
relatives in Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Beverage have
returned from a visit with their son
Henry Beverage in Portland.
The fair held at the Congregational
chapel yesterday was a big success.
Articles sold rapidly and there was a
large number in attendance.
The Methodist Ladies’ Aid. met at
the vestry yesterday afternoon. Din
ner was served and an entertainment
enjoyed in the afternoon.
Damon and Pythias in the Opera
House Dec. 14, under the auspices of
Camden Ledge. K. P.
Zenas Melvin left Tuesday for Palm
Beach, Fla., where he will have em
ployment at The Breakers Hotel as
bell-hop.
Everyone should see “An Old Fash
ioned Mother,” the three-act drama
to be presented at Grange hall Dec.
6 under the auspices of Megunticook
Grange.

not since been reorganized.

SAVE
50%

For Sale

CAMDEN

RECORD

TO LET—6-room r.partment whn
heat and garage; stove all connected.
ARMATA, Tel. 1147-J.
TO LET—Furnished house for the winter
on Masonic St. ; also grocery store in Thom
aston. $25 month. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park
Bt. Tel. 1080.
138-tf
TO LET—Four room furr
modern, with garage. ETT.
80 Pleasant St. Tel. 903-W.
TO LET—House at 18 Gay St. Apply to
EDW. BENNER. Tel. 945-R.
121-tf
TO LET—Apartment in Bicknell block.
Apply MRS. B. B. SMITH, 16 Lincoln St.
Tel. 264
134-tf
* \flllEN IN BOSTON—Remember that you
can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette with
the home news, at the Old South News Agency*
Washington St., naxt Old South Church.

Every-Other-Day
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FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

Three Days Celebration
Tues.-Wed.-Thurs., Dicembtr 10-11-12
On Dec. 10 CRIE HARDWARE CO is one
year old and we are going to celebrate by offering our
entire stock for three days at prices that will make
Christmas shopping a pleasure. Here are just a few
samples of quality goods at bargain prices.
A'Few Bargains in
PYREX CASSEROLES
Reg. $l.E0~Three Days

39c
75c JACK KNIVES

59c

$1.00

$1.00 JACK KNIVES

79c

SHEARS AND
SCISSORS

CARVING SETS
20% Under Price

ROASTERS
20% Off

GREEN GLASS
5 Bowl Sets

ALUMINUM WARE
makes acceptable Christ
mas presents
Save Money

98c
Refrigerator Dishes

15c

Nickle Plated
TEA & COFFEE POTS
at less than wholesale
prices

COLEMAN LAMPS

$8.25-$10.50

COLEMAN LANTERNS GUNS AND SHELLS
COLEMAN HEATERS plenty of 16 ga. shells at

$12.00

50c box

BIRD CAGES
AND STANDS

VELOCIPEDES
WAGONS, SCOOTERS
KIDDIE KARS, TOYS

$5.25, $5.50, $5.75

You can save a lot of your Christmas money in these
three days

CRIE HARDWARE CO.
Sheet Metal Workers
Andes Furnaces
408 Main Street
Rockland
Tel. 791

TODAY

JEANNE

In addition to personal notes regarding
Nineteen members of the Shake
departures and arrivals, this department espe
cially des<res Information of social happenings, speare Society braved, the storm
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mail or i Monday evening to attend the meet
telephone will be gladly received.
ing at the home of Mrs. Nina Bever

The Wawenock Chib had a picnic
supper and soe al at the home of Mrs.
Susie Davis, Main street. Monday
evening. The meeting next Monday,
will be with Miss Minnie Smith, 37
Spring street.

Mr. and Mrs. A. Dalghren who have
been guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. H.

EAGELS
in

Miss Josephine LaCrosse who has
been very ill in New York is expected
to arrive home 'Sunday.

All Talking Drama
FRIDAY-SATURDAY

is -the mighty!
* You'll pronounce him
(h e world's acting
genius' in this story
of a war time hero who
faces in pea e greater
tests of courage than
ever
the 'batt.elields
gave!
Mightier than ‘'Thun
derbolt" or “The Wolf
of Wall Street!"
LIE

in.

"/J £V£PY8ODY
happy?"
ANN PENNINGTON
ALICE

DAV

GEORGE

BANCROFT

The Mighty”
witli

Esther Ralston
Warner Oland
Raymond Hatton

1
The “High Hat
Tragedian of
Jazz”
and
his
own orchestra—
Syncopated Songs
and music attuned
to the modern
tempo of Jazzmad America —
A n n -Pennington
in amazing new
dance features.

Tel. 409
A Publix
Theatre

A

PARK

Paramount

All Talking Drama
FRIDAY-SATURDAY

Also
Vitaphone Presentations
Paramount Sound News

Home of
Paramount
Pictures

style leaders are wear
ing now—flashed to
the maker of Humming

Bird Hosiery by a Paris

representative—dyed
into fine Japanese
silk whose lus

Are all in and displayed on counters, all marked in plain
figures, making it easy to shop

tre intensifies
the beauty of
these modish colors—then
a full assortment rushed to

Tel. 892
Shows 2.00, 6.30, 8.30
Continuous Sat. 2 to 10.30
A Publix Theatre
Home
of Paramount Pictures

Our line is much larger than ever before. See our line of
CHRISTMAS HANDKERCHIEFS

our store for your selection!

Come see them today.

per pair 1.50
Each pair in special Christmas box at no extra
cost, if you so desire
x

sSilk Rayon
Underwear

5c to 1.00
5c to 75c
25c, 50c and 75c each
all prices

Ladies’ Embroidered,
Men's and Boys’, plain,
Men s Initial,
Children’s,

TOY DEPARTMENT
25c to 2.00

Dishes, per set,
Cradles, Chairs and Cribs

Combinations
Dance Sets
Gowns
Pajamas
Slips
Bloomers
Shorties, Etc.

MEN’S NECKWEAR
Fine line of all new goods, all boxed for mailing purposes
STATIONERY

*

A large assortment, per box,

all superior qual
ity for its price

10c to 2.50

GIFT NOVELTIES
A splendid array from which to choose

Excellent
Christmas Gfits

Harriet Wooster was hostess to the (
Four Leaf Clover Club Tuesday afterr.-oon at her home on Summer street,
with the time happily spent in games,
tcllowed bv luncheon.

Mrs. .4. M. Moody entertained the
Mrs. Ernest Young, who has been
the guest of her sister, Mrs. Henry B. Hatetoquitit Club Tuesday evening
Pird. Broadway, has returned to her at her home on Franklin street.
heme in Boston.
Mrs. Louise Clark who has been at
H. P. Blodgett was in Boothbay Dover-Foxcroft for the summer is the
guest of Mrs. F. M. Kittredge, Chest
Harbor yesterday on business.
Knickerbocker, expressing in a grace nut street.
ful manner the love and appreciation
Maurice Hall was home from Hig
entertained for her toy Chapin Class,
to which she has given faithful serv gins Classical Institute for the
ice In its activities. There were lively Thanksgiving vacation.
games and contests under the direc
The T.W.G. Club will begin ih
tion of Mrs. Faith G. Berry. Miss
Ellen Cochran and Miss Mabel Lamb, meetings with these officers: Presi
interspersed with readings by Mrs. dent. Margaret Robertson; vice presi
Grace Rollins and songs toy Mrs. dent, Margaret Hutchinson; seereiary. Marian Weymouth: treasurer.
Gladys Morgan.
Geraldine Taylor. The first meeting
Joseph Dondis has returned from will be held Friday evening at the
borne of Miss Hazel Knight, Lake
a short business trip to Boston.
avenue.
The Handy Six Club was enter
Mrs. Donald Leach and Miss Mary
tained Tuesday evening toy Miss Mar
Pratt entertained Tuesday evening
garet Nutt.
with a bridge luncheon at Mrs.
George W. Gay, manager of Wocl- Leach’s home with Miss Elizabeth
worth store, entertained the sales Knight as honor guest. The table
force Monday evening at the store wTas decorated with pink and green,
combining business and pleasure in the novel centerpiece containing
a happy manner. A sales talk in view many dainty gifts for Miss Knight.
of the approaching Christmas sea Honors in cards were won by Miss
son was given, followed by a discus Margaret Egan and Miss Emma Dorsion of the various features of the gan.
Christmas trade. There were 35 pres
ent. This is an original idea Insti
Mrs. Clarence Pinkham of Damartuted by Mr. Gay Moon after he was iscotta Mills was the guest of Mrs.
put in charge of the Rockland store. Carrie Waltz 'Wednesday.
Carried out annually he finds that it
creates a fine spirit of co-operation
An attractive party was given by
which aids in easing over the strenu Miss Sybil Young Tuesday evening at
ous Christmas shopping rush.
her home, Ingraham Field. Those
present were Freda Herrick. Ray
mond Moran. Raymond Dow’ Margaret Everett, .Frances Knowlton,
NOW SHOWING
Ralph Everett. Parker Young. Evelyn
Joan Crawford
McIntosh. Addle McIntosh. Lawrence
Herrick, Grant Young, Alice Cassidy.
Harold Rackliff, Louise McIntosh and
“UNTAMED”
Sybil Young. The rooms were beau
tifully decorated in red with red
His virile manhood
lights.
Games and music were en
joyed.
thrills you!

Our Christmas
Goods

|] OSIERY colors Paris

The W.C.T.U. meets Friday with
Mrs. C. W. Proctor entertained the
Miss Anne V. Flint.
Mrs .Edith
Tehan is the leader, and the subject Tuesday Club.
*'What are we doing for the Young
Miss Alice Whitney R.N. has re
people of our community?”
turned from Fall River, where she
Mr. and Mrs. 'Raymond Perry enter was engaged in her nursing profession
tained at a family dinner 'Monday for six weeks.

“JEALOUSY”

LEWIS

SiraigM fi'bm Paris? io

Mrs. Harriet!
Frost had charge of the program in
place of Miss Lucy Rhodes who is
away. Miss Caroline Littlefield read
a paper on ‘ History of the Sonnets”
and Mrs. Elizabeth Otis on “The Man
Right Fair,” Loth subjects being
handled in a very clever manner.
Sonnets were read by Mrs. Clara
Rounds, Mrs. Helen Orne, Mrs. Eva
Hellier, Mrs. Ella Buffum, Mrs-. Al
dana Sjlbar and Mrs. Katherine
Derry. Mrs. Beverage served apples
and candy.

Charles T. Smalley was in Portland
Walter Henry and niece Miss Kath
Tuesday on business.
erine Henry who have been guests of
Mrs. James Donahue, Park street,
Capt. F. L. Green, home from Castle have returned to their home in Win
Island, N. Y., over the holiday re chester, Mass.
turned Sunday, accompanied by his
daughters. Miss Livelyn Green, re
Mrs. Alta Merchant has returned
turning to the Posse-Nisson School from a visit wth relatives in Med
of Physical Education, Boston, and ford. Mass.
Miss Delma Green to visit friends in
Poughskeepsie, X. Y.
I Mrs. A. J. Bird and Mrs. Alberta
Rose entertained two tables of
Miss Anna Coombs is leaving to auction Saturday afternoon at Mrs.
morrow for West Palm Beach, Fla., Bird’s home on Camden street.
for the winter.
Miss Fanny Miller of Cushing
Mrs. Adelaide Snow.and son Stan spent the weekend in Rockland.
ley have an apartment, at 945 Forest
avenue. Portland, where they will be
A public card party is to be given
glad to see their Rockland friends in Temple hall tomorrow evening at
and also welcome letters to that ad 7.30 with Mrs. Belle Frost, Mrs. Gert
dress.
rude Boody and Mrs. Vivian Hewett
in charge. Tables for bridge will
The Rubinstein Club meets tomor include pivot arid progressive, and
row afternoon in the Congregational
there -will be tables for 500. cribvestry at 2.15.
bage, etc.

evening, the occasion toeing an ob
servance of Mr. Perry’s birthday.

s

r

TELEPHONE ............ ........................... 770 age, Chestnut street.

Berry, left Sunday for their home
in Philadelphia, accompanied as far
as Portland by Mr. and Mrs. Berry.

Experienced workmen at

50c JACK KNIVES

DEPARTMENT STORE
410-12 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND

w

“The Time is Now”

P.i c Seven

SIMONTON CO.

»---------- -—_—---- ----------- -—

Practical Suggestions
$10.98 up

Cedar Chests,

Beautiful Finish—Brass Hardware
j

End Tables No Ordinary Value
Bedroom Suite,'

i

I
i
,
!
,

$1.49 up
$79.50

Bed, Dresser, Vanity and Chest

Silk Floss Mattress,

$17.98

A Handsome Number <
All Sizes—All Cotton $

i

Cotton Mattress

S
|

CHRISTMAS CLUB

CHECKS CASHED

7.95

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
31 3-319 Main Street,

Rockland, Me.

CASH OR EASY
TERMS AS DESIRED

|

STAGE

ARTIST VISITS

US

Percy Oakes, Exponent of Modern Dancing, Makes Book
ings For Famous Theatrical Stars

Despite the storm of Monday eve
There is being entertained in Rock
ning. 25 men of the Universalist par
ish met at the Copper Kettle for sup land this week a distinguished memper and an informal get-together with bei of the theatrical profes ion, in
Rev. Hal G Kearns of Baltimore as
honor guest. Mr. Kearns talked to the person of Percy Oakes of New
the men in an intimate manner on York, an artists’ representative, who
church relationship, and an interest speaks very eloquently of the 200
ing and lively discussion followed.
stars -concerned in his bookings,’and
very modestly, if at all, concerning
Mrs. Edward Stanley of Swan’s bis own remarkable career as an ex
Island who has been the guest of her ponent of modern dancing.
parents. Mr. and Mrs. James Moulden.
Mr. Oakes is the guest here of Dr.
Bunker street, returned home yester and Mrs. It. W. Bickford. Beech
day.
street, their daughter, Louise Bick
ford Sylvester being one <.f the art
Monday afternoon Mrs. Suella Shel ists whom he represents in a mana
don entertained Lady Knox Chapter gerial capacity.
He also speaks
D.A.R. at 'her .Masonic street home, modestly of the fact that he has won
with 19 members and one guest pres considerable fame in golf, being the
ent. A large flag hung at the en holder of the Marcus Loew trophy
trance proclaimed the place of meet in the N.V.A. tournament, and the
ing. Each member bore a gift for the holder of numerous other trophies
Ellis Island box which has always which have come to him in the odd
been a part of the D.AJR. patriotic moments that he has been able to
work, in addition to the money sent spend on the links.
for the Ellis Island work. After the
Most famous of the artists rep
business meeting a most enjoyable resented in Mr. Oakes’ clientele, per
program was presented. Mrs. Victor haps. is the famous Japanese motion
Atwood, well known in local musical picture star Sessue Uayakawa, who
circles.
graciously
sang
“Star until recent years, was seen regular
Spangled Banner,” “At Dawning.” ly on the Rockland screen. Sessue
(Cadman) and “One Alone” from is to return to the screen next spring
'The Desert Song.” Mrs E. C. Moran
I ut under what management has n»)t
Ir.. re-read her article on “Caroline
been determined, for Inn has several
Scott Harrison, first President Gen offers under consideration—as might
eral, of the National .Society, D.A.R.”
It was voted to send this article to be expected.
At present he is appearing in a
Washington. D. C. for the Literary
and Historical Reciprocity Library, two-person vaudeville sketch and is
it was also voted to have a volunteer to be at Strand Theatre. Portland,
committee of 10 memlbers. each the week of Dec. 16. Mr. Oakes
to select one girl of foreign born par present visit to lioekland was made
entage to become a member of the possible by the fart that he came to
Educational Club. 'Mrs. Atwood closed Portland on business connected with
the program toy singing “Out of the the Sessue engagement.
Among other artists represented by
Dusk to You” and “Just a-Wearyin’
for You.” her fine contralto voice be Manager Oakes may be mentioned
ing at its best in her chosen songs. A! Moore, organizer of the United
Mrs. Minnie Cobb, Mrs. Anna Butler States Navy Band, who was also
and 4Miss Josephine Thorndike assist guest conductor at the opening of
ed Mrs. Sheldon in serving refresh Keith’s- Memorial Theatre, Boston;
Beth Challis, who is just back from a
ments.
24 weeks’ engagement in London:
Stop!
Look!
Our window an Annette Keilerman. “who needs no
swers the question where you should introduction;” Helen W-elirle, who
George
buy your shirts and neckties fur starred two seasons in
Christmas gifts? Fuller-Cubb-Davis. White’s “Scandals,” and who was two
seasons at the Ambassador Club in
—adv.

Paris and with the Heller Revue in
Germany; Berk and Saun singing
and dancing comedians, who were
eight weekk^at the Coliseum in Lon
don. Among the artists whom he
booked last season were Frances X.
Bushman, Jr., and Karyl Norman.
Drama, music, motion pictures, talk
ing pictures and vaudeville all find
a place in the bookings made by
this energetic manager.
Mr. and Mrs. Oakes (Pamela de
Lour) have scored a wonderful suc
cess as expon?nts of modern dancing,
and were among the very first
couples to demonstrate the tango,
which created such a sensation in the
dancing world.
Mr. Oakes has done professional
darning for 20 years—ball room
dancing, aerobatic dancing, eccentric
dancing, and the like. We wae fea
tured with Mitzi in ‘The Magic Ring”
for 10 weeks at the Colonial Theatre
ir? Boston and in New’ York; was fea
tured irt "FlorabeHa;” was with An
nette Keilerman one season; was
with Oliver Morosco in all of the latlater’ revivals on the West Coast; and
spent one season in Bermuda.
Mr. Oakes played long engagements
at some of the world’s leading hotels,
among them th« Palace in San Fra-n
cisco and the Cocoa nut Grove, and the
Ambassador Hotel in Atlantic City.
When he went to fulfill his first en
gagement xt Palace Theatre in New
York he had reached that goal to 1
which all artists aspire—the top
rung of the ladder, to use a homely
simile.
Mrs. Oakes and he have
been dancing partners 16 years, their
stage designation being Oakes and
De Lour.
Ordinarily >he theatrical profes
sion leaves earij’ stamp of the strain
to which the artist is constantly sub
jected, but the years have dealt gently
with Mr. Oakes, to whom youth
seems no far cry as far as appear
ances go. The charm of his manner
makes one instantly hi» friend.
He found Rockland*for his first
visit under a thin blanket of snow,
and the temperature much nearer the
cipher mark than he.has been accus
tomed to, but theatrical stars, even if

they are temperamental (which Mr.
Oakes appears not to be) takf things
philosophically, and Mr. Oakes’ lirst
act was to go over the golf course at
the Counfry Club. He has It pt lib
erally, and has derived enjoyment
from IBs first real rest in a long time.

Dr. E. B. Howard is in Boston for
the week.
Don’t wait for Miss Bicknell to
move her goods down town because
she may not do it. Her gifts are
worth the walk to 12 Knox Et.—adv.
Mrs. Bloop—“Does your car have
a worm drive?”
Mrs. 'Bleep—“Yes, but I tell him
where to drive.”

Silk Ties, 23c up

A QUESTION
[Fur The ('curler-Gazette]
Thnnks«slviiig Day is over.
Our work resumed once more,
The day row j.one a memory,
Like others gone before
But can we say in truth
As new we backward look.
We were truly thankful
For the blessings that we tool;
From an allwiae Father
Each day of the year—
Took as natural sequence
To our living here ?
Or did we, Hke tlu- Pilgrims
That Hist Thanksgiving Day.
Live graemus thunks to God above
For the joys that came our way.
t lain S. Ovcrloek
Wa.-hjigton, Me.
The real Christmas spirit is ex
pressed in Christmas cards and fancy
boxes that arc different. You’ll find
them at Cric’s Gift Shop.—adv.

Fur Lined Glove:, $?.15

Christmas
Gift
Headquaters
For Men

a

We supply every
Holiday Need. Visit
Our New Store See
Our Fine New Stock.
Free Japanese Calendars
Hand Fainted

Silk Scarf, 95c
Others in AU Grades

THE MEN’S SHOPPE
OPEN EVENINGS

1 7 Park Street

Opp. Park Theatre

RotHand
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BUY YOUR CHRISTMAS GIFTS NOW AY PRICES THAT WILL THRILL YOU“I
$20,000™
Say Good-bye \

•STOtK•

Sacrificed

lit/
*' A. f

Cedar
Chest
Cedar, going

•&•••

Perhaps Never
again Such Bargains

•«*

?- •

To Sell Out

Entire Stock f To Go as Quickly as is HUMANELY POSSIBLE:

SOuh^ Business Sale ?!

of genuine Red

1ST-

WAREHOUSE
STOCKS OPENED
AND ON DISPLAY

at

$7.67

ENTIRE STOCK AND FIXTURES MUSI GO! BUY NOW!

EASY TERMS-SALE PRICES
All CAN SAVE IN THIS SAI E

EASTERN FURNITURE C«t
BI
**5* -1**9v♦-94-•?

r

<• <• ❖-9 4* 4* ♦ ,

i

ii

TALK OF THE TOWN

♦
♦

Evan H Marston, Republican and
WITH THE BOWLERS
Fred W. Gray. Democrat, received an
equal number of votes for warden in
Three teams are now tied for first
Ward 1 Monday. It has not been
honors in the City League at Carr s
decided how the tie will be broken.
alleys, although Cement No. 1 has the
,
,
. . 4
_f (largest pinfall. The Kickapoo main11. M. Dane has bought from E M.
e
,
.
*
tains a clear lead in the Countv
O'Neil the building on Tillson ave League but the Thomaston K. of P.
nue formerly occupied by the Rock team is not far bitiind in pinfall. The
land Produce Co., and will transfer
respective standings:
to it the equipment of the Rockland
City League
Furniture Co., now domiciled a short
-Won Lost T.I’J'
distance to the westward on the
Federals ................. 3
11n
5^9
same thoroughfare,
5419
n
Cement No. 1 ........... 3
5332
il
'John W. Watts and Harry Booth Central Maine ....... 3
5109
7
returned
Tuesday from a hunting Burpee Furniture .... 9
4897
11
trip at
Molasses Pond. Johnny Street Railway ...... 5
5292
3
bagged a fine deer. It looks like a Forty Club No. 2 ..... 13
515
5632
the white spots were caused by the ; Wholesalers ............. 11

The articles by A. F. Dunton of
Hope concerning the vessel which
was built on the mountain by Lin
colnville brothers, has attracted much
attention, and has been widely
copied. Mr. Dunton informs us that
its name was Forest.

Members of the Sea View Garage
staff, with E. H. and R. E. Philbrick.
Zone Manager Don Alien and William
MeClurge of (he Motor Accounting
Co. as guests ot honor, dined Monday ,
night at Roy XIeConchie's Ash Point,
doing ample justice to the chicken
Rear Admiral George H. Rock, who and shore dinners. There were 20 in
often came to Rockland with the the party and they made a merry
Naval Trial Board, and who was for evening of it. Tuesday night the
a time superintending naval con women of the staff—Miss Helen
structor at the Bath Iron Works, has |, Clark
, . . and Miss Victoria Curry had
been appointed chief constructor of ^eir inning-in the form of a e hicken
dinner at the Park Street Sea Grill.
the United States Navy, and chief of i
the Bureau of Contruction and Rer>,
..
“
.
j ajr
Blue Bonnet Troop, Girl Scouts.
___
, met Monday in the Universalist ves“Ish” Patterson, well known in ; try. when the second class test was
local sporting circles as a boxer and passed by Evelyn Pietrosky, Elise
Jot key was injured a few days ago in 1
, Avls , L°7J,,V ,,n<’1 Mar>l
Belfast when i Bangor car struck his Stockbridge under the supervision of
express wagon and threw him off. Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood, Mrs. Maud
inflicting a bad cut on the head. He | Blodgett, Lieut. Mary Lawry and
was taken to the hospital, but re- - Captain Beverage. Other girls in
turned home after a number of' the troop are working for the cook| ing badge, musician’s badge, child
stitches had been taken.
nursing badge, and others. The troop
“They Had to See Paris.” is prov is to have a b.ke Saturday if pleas
ing to be the surprise package of ant, meeting at the home of Mrs.
the cinema year. This picture, star Beverage at 1.30 sharp.
ling Will Rogers, the world’s most
famous humorist, and Irene Rich,
te lls of an American who strikes it |
rich in oil. Going to Paris he falls j
into complications that make this one j
of the season's very best comedy fea
tures.
Playing next Monday and !
Tuesday at Park Theatre.
___
The Maine Central wharf at Bucksport, which has been used by the
Eastern Steamship Lines for their
K/xstf
InnHinrv
Ime Korvn c:r»Irl
tlir.
boat landing, b.as been sold to the
Seaboard Paper Company, which is
to erect a large mill in that town.
The steamship company owns some
land just east of this property, and it
is hinted that it probably will build
a new pier on this tract.

Stop!
Look!
Our window an
swers the question where you should
buy your shirts and neckties for
Christmas gifts. Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
—adv.

Your rug problems can be settled
with satisfaction guaranteed by call
ing The People’s Laundry, Limerock
street. Tel. 170. We shampoo your
rugs and return them promptly, like
new.
1?1 tf .

Writing from Miami. Fla. under
date of Nov. 28. G. K. Lermond says:
‘‘The best route South follows Route
No. 1 to Raleigh.N. C. From Raleigh
follow No. 21 to Fayetteville, then
follow No. 17 to Charleston and Jack
sonville. At Jacksonville No. 1 continues down Ihe East Coast to
J?iami, which is the only real city In
The roads are excellent
e ^ou
inf ar* Pavey all the way eoccepta fCW
lUilCS
s of very good dirt
road, with no detours. This route
measures 1700 miles from Boston to
Miami and should be covered in three
days.”

You are invited to attend the
showing of Christmas Gifts and Nov
elties. arranged by the “Community
Workers’ where you will find gifts at
reasonable prices. The sale starts at
1 o'clock iMonday. Dec. 9th at the
store of H. B. Barter. 227 Main street,
Rockland—adv.
146*147
The Ladies Guild of the Episcopal
Church will hold its Christmas*Sale
of fancy articles and aprons, candy
and cooked food in the Parish rooms
Dec. fi— adv.
115-146

As

To

Moose

the

Slaughter

Down

Knox County

Here

B. & M. WILL HELP

of Joins In Hoover Plan To
In
Stabilize
Business and
Industry

The Boston and Maine Railroad has
(Portland Evening Express)
The moose season in Maine closed made immediate response to Presi
Saturday night and we will soon be dent Hoover’s appeal for major conRetting an accounting from t^e fish struction projects to stabilize busi- j
and game department of the number ness and industry. Acting President
of these animals that were killed in Perkins stated that work has already
the counties where it was legally been started on several large projects
permissable to hunt them. As far as which, with other extensive improve
newspaper report went there were ments actively under way involve ex- i
aggregating $9,000,000.
no indications of an excessive penditures
Employment of several thousand ‘
slaughter and there has been cause
men is afforded by this fall and win
for h°I>e that perhaps the experiment ter construction program of the Bos- ,
v as proving a success after all.
ton and Maine.
But right on the eve of the resumption
“Work will be continued just as
ot close time came the alarming re long as weather permits,” Mr. Per
ports of the wholesale slaughter of kins said “in order to carry out fully ,
cow and calf moose in Knox County. President Hoover’s plan for stabili
It was said that more than 26 illegal zation.”
killings had been reported within a
The projects include several which
week.
i That there would be some illegal have been moved from the 193<»
budget, together with some on which
killings, if moose hunting was al work ordinarily would have begun to
lowed at all. was anticipated, but if taper off
this season. The Boston
the Knox County reports are true and Maine has already spent approxi
there has been organized slaughter mately $22,000,000 on its work of mod
-«n the par> of the pOt hunters there ernization this year, the greatest year 1
The authorities are investigating and of improvement expenditures in its !
ii is expected that there will be some history.
arrests, as there should be. But the
jailing of these illegal hunters will not
Dressmaking and repair work done
bring back to life the 26 or more cow at 28 Elm street by Eva Ames. Tel.
and calf moose that have been shot.
1293.—adv.
145*146
Raids like this on moose kind form
one of the chief objections to any
, time on these animals. The law says e’-r
V
. that only full grown male moose can
o 1
be legally killed. If that law could
be enforced with even reasonable
strictness, it is quite probable that
allowing a week of shooting would do
i no particular harm. But the legal
right to kill bull moose adds? vastly
to the difficuty of protecting the fe
males and the young. In the first
place the best intentioned hunters
will make mistakes occasionally, for
there cannot always be deliberation
ir; taking a sight and pulling a trig
y
ger on an animal as wild and shy as
a course in dramatics at the New 054. Closson 243; Smalley. 236: Stone, these great beasts are.
'
Moose will be killed illegally by
England Conservatory of Music. Her 070; total. 1270,
j mistake when it is permissible to
appearance in leading roles will serve
y
as a big drawing card in her native
Cement No. 1 defeated the Federals ; shoot any. but that is not the princicity. Mrs. Shute is remembered as 11 pins at Can 's alleys last night. ! J,al ‘r°u.ble' That comes from the
y
~
______ in
• .Saturday
....... j..,. issue.
fact that any open time makes it
11 the
Miss Helen Bachelder of Rockland.
Summary
, more easy to conceal illegal killings.
------ --------------* *
I Meat is meat and when an animal is
M’rie KerO'. the 2Yi-year old
PARK THEATRE
Christmas is almost here
cut up there is no way of telling the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles H
The jazz hand drowns out the • las- sex of the same or accurately deand the Baby Shop
is "jg.
Berry 2d of this city, has the disstocked with practical ar- , ]
tinction of being the youngest pas- sieal strains of the violin’ Tills out termining the age.
senger ever conveyed on an "airplane curtence. epitomizing tlie spirit of
open time is to lead to the
tides as well as toys for the
y
ride hv "Rill'' Wincapaw. The event 'he Old World as contrasted with the slaughter reported from Knox Counsmall tots.
took place last Friday when Marie
forms the basis of the interest- tv there is only one thing to do and
We invite you to come in
accompanied her parents and their ! ,nS "fury °f "ls Everybody Happy | that Is to have more open time. Otherand let us help you select
guests Mr and Mrs A Dalghren of »laj'ln« Friday and .Saturday with wiue there will soon be no moose in
that dainty gift for the new
Philadelphia on a flying trip to Cam- Ted Lewis
famous “high-hatted Maine.
baby.
tragedian of jazz, as the star. This |_____________
in Mr. Wincapaw’s amphibian
is Mr. Lewis’ screen debut. Ted. aeFour-piece Brush Wool Sets
THE SEASON’S TOLL
Marie seemed more thrilled over tlie
by
occasion *»
than her„ eiders, but ub/vtt
show - companied
.
■ liis mother and father,
all colors, the pink ones for
.. . . .
is pictured as a young emigrant on
y
Three Killed and Nine Wounded
ing no uneasiness or fright.
. •
.
,
.. , .
/ery small babies.
his wav to America, where the father,
During Bird and Deer Hunting
Hand Made Dresses, 6 mos.
1 long a musician of the old school.
Members of <’hapin (’lass and hopes to see the son follow in his
Period
:o one year.
guests, numbering 50 or more, ten ; footsteps as a devotee of the classics.
Baby Buntings, white with
dered a supper and informal recep | Instead, be followed jazz and the
The toll of human life taken by i
pink and blue trimmings.
tion Tuesday evening in .lie Fn.lver- j
,,25,
Of course, hunting accidents this year was three ,
Dana Sweaters, button on ft’,
Ballet vestry for Mrs. C. A. Knicker- 1' in the end everybody is happy. In
dead and nine .injured, according to i
shoulder as small as 3 mos.
bocker and daughter Constance who
remarkabie singing-talking danc- the Inland Fisheries and Game com - 1
eave later m the monfi, to make thei.
rp Ann PenninKton js fpa.
Little Girls’ All Wool Red
mission.
The
accidents
included
i
home in Waterville. The tables were
. . f
Skirts, sizes 3 to 6, $1.98.
,
, . ,
.t. ..
, tured in four dances. She is the rav- drowning and shootings from Sept, i
decorated in keeping with the Christ- i . , .
.
,
, . .
x
4
a
• „ Ishing dancer who many complained 15, when the bird season opened, to
Also Sweaters to match, i
mas season, the main feature being i waso not sufficiently
y .. featured •in ...
,,
Gold
the close of the deer season.
$1.98.
,
tiny Christmas trees hung with tin- ...
e
...
...
. truv uhnuhlAQ
vi
™ ip ftnnnpr Diggers of Broadway.
She will ap1
Charles Penny, 73. of Mechanics
«=nl
unH
sel and
gay baubles. TT
The supper
Blankets, from $1.00 to $3.50 y
pear to her best advantage in her Falls, was shot to death by an un
menu, under the supervision of Mrs.
Dainty Shoes, fur trimmed;
dances, two of which are original.
known person in Barr’s woods, Me
Minnie Cross, afforded fruit salad,
also First Step Shoes.
The picture playing at the Park chanic Falls. Nov. 27.
meat loaf, escalloped potatoes, hot
Bath
Mittens,
Sweaters,
Theatre today is “Jealousy.” an allMrs. Anna Mutanis, 35, Ellsworth,
rolls, cake, coffee, etc. Popular songs i
Robes, Rompers, Fur Car- ( ]
talking drama featuring Jeanne was killed by the Accidental dis
of the day were sung while at table,
riage Robes.
Eagels and Frederic March.—adv.
charge of a gun from which a bullet
with Mrs. Katherine Yeazie leading
Very fine Snow Suits in tan, , I
was being extracted by Ralph Carter,
The men folks also presented songs,
navy, and red, from 3 to 6 -9
also of Ellsworth, it was alleged. The
the voice of Rev. Hal G. Kearns
STRAND THEATRE
years, $5.00.
'
standing out by its excellence. Mrs.
Friday and Saturday will witness accident occurred Sept. 29.
Floyd Drake. 22, of Passdumkeag.
Last, but not least, is our w
Carrie Palmer, president of the class, George Bancroft’s latest role, that of
presented a handsome pen set to Mrs. a swaggering, two-fisted gunman, in drowned when his canoe overturned
fine line of Sleeping Gar- f |
ments, with feet, drop seat, ;r
many ways different from any of his while duck hunting in the Penobscot
river
Sept.
17.
rubber buttons; as large as
For in
Give magazines for Christmas: Sat recent characterizations.
six years.
urday Evening Post. 1 year, $2.00; La “The Mighty,” his new all-talking '
F
To
John
A.
Karl
&
Co.:
"We
are
dies’ Home Journal. 1 year. $1.00; picture, Bancroft overcomes the satisfied that no better radio set than
A big line of Stuffed Ani
handicap
of
an
early
criminal
en

Country Gentleman. 3 years. $1.00.
mals, Stuffed Dolls, Teddy
our present Screen-Grid Models can
Fred E. 'Harden, the magazine man. vironment through the love of a beau he produced either by ourselves or
Bears, all colors.
tiful girl who. secretly knowing much
Tel. 35-W., Rockland.
146-147
For the ladies we have new y
of his past life, continues to have by our competitors. We will continue
Hoover Dresses in rose and
faith in him. The process of his re to manufacture and sell the present
A baked bean supper will be served generation is slow, but it is real, con Atwater Kent line throughout the
copen blue, white collar and
at American Legion hall Saturday, 5 vincing and believable. And such spring season. Signed. Atwater Kent
cuffs, sizes 36 to 46; also
to 7 o’clock. Tickets 35 cents.—adv.
145-148
some attractive Aprons for
penetrating delineation of character I Xlfg. Co."
y
$1.00.
146-147 reveals Bancroft at bis very best. For
j the vivid personality of George Ban ing one of the finest performances of 1
croft. combined with his exceptional her career, is Esther Ralston. Warner i
histrionic ability, enables him to move Oland, who recently played the lead- I
DANCE
with
convincing.
vivid
interest ing role in “The Mysterious Dr. Fu |
EVERY FRIDAY EV’G I through one of the most amazing and Manchu." is cast in "The ’Nlighty.” as '
i C. L. U. HALL, CLARK ISLAND | exciting stories of the season. It is an insidious gang leader, the master j
|
a role made to order for Bancroft mind of Bancroft’s old gang. Of ,
Refreshments Served
■
and this splendid actor is more than W141SK7-,
course. -wiasiu.
Oland is
is CAiciicn
excellently
cast auu
and ;
11 y vusi
146-147
This Week and Hereafter
equal to the occasion.
ro™o^,Z‘1CUlar,y effP",,Ve Pe, f°r'
130-T-Th-tf
1
Pl.iyiiig opposite Bancroft, and giv-

Aid n A. Stover has purchased tlie
Miss Dorothy Crockett has returned
Andrew Coffey bungalow on Granite from a visit in Boston.
street and will move into that cozy
new home within a few days.
Henry B. Bird. Theodore Bird and
C. B. Hall of Warren are on a week's !
New entries at the Rockland Com hunting trip near Beddington.
mercial College are Miss Marjorie
The newly formed School Teachers
Whigham of this city, in the dayschool; and Miss Annette Segal, also Association had a congenial get-to
gether and banquet at the Thorndike
oi Rockland, in the night school.
Hotel Monday night.
Among the divorce cases to be
L. A. Gray, who has been making t fright the deer received when it saw
County League
Heard in court at Portland is that of
Eila A. Wotton of Portland vs. Ernest his home at West Rockport, has! Mr. Watts aiming at it.
Won Lost T.I’.F
S. Wotton of Rockland. They were moved to 311 Main street. Rockland,
I
3379
„ ., Kickapoo .................. 8
Rev. Martin Storms Maurice Ha . pe
MarRet ..... .
marri'd in this city Sept. 6, 1927.
\ for the winter.
7
3925
Veto Mannone and Arnold
Thomaston K. , f P. 6
5
3953
5
Main street is dolling up somewhat
Irving E. Simpson of North Haven a! lof Higgins Classical Institute took Fortv chlb x<) :j
7
3754
for the Christmas trade, the lead hav- will be employed at the Cobb-Davis a flight Monday from Curtiss flying . Cem^nt N(1' - ...........
6
2632
ing been taken by the Central Maine antique shop during the winter, enter- flr.ia
field. their first pvnpripncp
experience in
in the
the air.
air __
^-ater (_-o...................
3850
Fewer Company, whose office front ins upon his duties next Monday.
i Young Arnold wasn t sure they would
& j,
3766
ever reach earth again but Veto , g"eep gkinners ..... s
is now gay with evergreen and elec- [
2729
Public supper will be served by the said. "Sure we will, bad pennies altrie lights.
----,
auxiliary of Winslow-Holbrook Post ways return.”
In the City League Tuesday niu.it
The auxiliary of Winslow-Hoi- A L- Saturday from 3 to 7. with Mrs
I the Dark Horses showed their suChurch family night at Pratt M. E. perjorjty over electricity thy defeatbrook Post, A.L. is to conduct ai Anne Snow and Mrs. Elura Hamlin
Christmas sale of aprons, fancy work.
faneywork tabic c< mmittee in Church Tuesday had its usual large ipg thp StrpPl 1{aiu.iy 1H pir„.
attendance. A \\. Giegoij, a mem- jact>bs nn,s, have been celebrating
candy. etc., at Legion hall Saturday charge.
ber of the State Prison Commission, I hjs birtbday for he piled up a tolal
afternoon, Dec. 14, followed by a
Miss Elizabeth Knight was in gave a 25 minute address on "Som'e )f 3,, Lanc waR bigh map flJr () g
baked bean supper.
Portland yesterday to attend a busi- Phases of Prison Reform, which was brooms,icks. The summary:
Dar,. HorseH_IreIand, 233: NewSam Morrill, of Lewiston, one of i ness meeting of Western Union work- listened to with much interest, and
the best known weather prophets in crsMonday she goes to Bloom- it is proposed at a later meeting te bert M9; Will:ams. 230: Jacob- 322;
Maine not only paints a rather !
to attend a Western Union have the subject re-opened for an in Smalley, 263; total, 1337.
The devotional
gloomy picture of weather conditions j scbo°l f"1' further instruction in Sim- i' rmal discussion.
Street Railway—Tolman. 233: Mer
service had for its t< pic How Jesus rill. 264: Leach. 22S. Lane. 273: Greg
for December, but also predicts earth | ^ex work.
Met Opposition." There will be no ory. 225; total. 1223.
tremors between the 21st and 24th.
Robert W. Belcher, manager of the church family night supper next
♦ ♦ * *
Ir|(hf County Lea„uc Tuesday
Mrs. Belle Frost. Mrs. Florence Eastern Division of the Fnited Tuesday due to the supper WednesPhilbrook, Mrs. Hester Chase. Mrs. States Chamber of Commerce, was i hay in connection with the annual njght Cement No. 2 plastered the
Thomaston Knights of Pythias with
Abbie Campbell and Mrs. Hattie the guest and speaker at an informal i ralr'
defeat to the extent of 111 pins RobDavie* of Golden Rod Chapter, O.E.S.. conference at the local Chamber of
" hen the_ Mae Edwards I layers bIn, waR ,hc swnKhbuckling gent with
attended the funeral services of Mrs. Commerce rooms Tuesday.
a string of 130 and a total of 317.
Harriet Payson in Warren yesterday.

bee
ter
for supper and entertainment. All
who plan to attend are requested to is no building in Rockland adapted to
notify Mrs. Belle Frost, worthy polo or roller skating. Some day the '
roller skating fever is going to hit
matron, not later than Saturday.
this city again, good and hard.
I

A PORTLAND VIEW

THE BABY

SHOP

CROCKETT’S
BABY SHOP

£

For
Christmas
High Grade Clothing
At

Low Price
Every Article Absolutely
Guaranteed

Mike Armata
park THEATRE BLUG.
ROCKLAND

I’SK'IWW*

FERNERIES
Get your fernery filled now before the Christmas rush
starts. We have a large assortment of Foliage Plants,
Ferns and Vines for filling ferneries—something different
from the usual run. We also use Sterilized Soil—call for
and deliver anywhere in Rockland or Thomaston.

CEMETERY WREATHS
Heavy Boxwood Wreaths, nicely trimmed witt Cones, Ruscus and Berries

Diameter over ail—

16
18
20
24

inches,
inches,
inches,
inches,

$2.50
3.00
3.50
5.00

These wreaths placed on any lot in Achorn or Sea View
Cemeteries for Fifty Cents Extra

Clark’s Flower Shop
TFL. 1C36-W

STRAND THEATRE BLDG.

ROCKLAND

146&148

A—

Final Call!!
We Will Definitely Close Our
Doors On Christmas Eve. We

Have a Fine Assortment of Cloth
ing and Wearing Apparel Left To

Be Sold Before Then—Regard

less of Cost!
Come While the Assortment Is
Complete

F. W. KOSKI
£00 Main Street

Rockland

Ev

FRANKLIN TRUSSELL

ODERfiU ;

ers will not take them In as part pay
ment for new cars. Then what hap
pens?
Certainly there are many men who
cannot afford to throw away their
car every spring Just to keep up a
record output fdr new cars. Used
cars should be a good buy this com
ing winter and spring, and they are
going to get cheaper all the time.
That makes two good bargains right
at this time. Sound investment
stocks paying good dividends, and
good used cars from reliable deal
ers who have rebuilt them.
• • • •
A brand new method of transmis
sion lias appeared in London and will
shortly be installed on all foreign
motor cars. There are seven speeds
(instead of our three forward), and
the arrangement is such that you
change from one speed to another
without throwing the clutch. There
is no neutral between speeds. The
load is never dropped. Only one slid
ing gear is used, and this gear moves
in a straght line backward and for
ward. A shift can be made at any
rate of speed with perfect mesh. The
gear has hadi severe tests on print
ing presses and all sorts of heavy ma
chinery connected with motors and
shifts have been made with perfect
mesh, on a straight slide, up to 1,000
revolutions a minute.
This new
transmission will be installed in mo
tor cars with seven speeds forward.
That should satisfy most anyone.
• * • •
At this season we are offered moose
steaks and reindeer meat at the mar
kets. Tremendous quantities of rein
deer meat are now’ shipped from the
northwest to eastern markets. These
large herds in Alaska all grew from
a small herd brpught from Siberia in
1889, to help the Eskimo of the north
ern coast of Alaska, who were in
danger of starving through the loss of
food and uneconomical habits. The
reindeer is not only a beast of burden,
but a source of food and clothing as
well. The herds arc now of tremen
dous size and many thousands of the
animals are killed each season.
• • • .
The National Broadcasting Co. says
that the first advertisement eve put
on the air was a real estate talk
broadcast by the Queensboro Realty
Cori), of Jamaica Weights, L. I., In
1922, over WEAK. This station was
then operated by the American Tele
phone and Telegraph Co.
• . • •
Mr. Fox. the movie man, says that
five years from now the kiddies in the
schools will be taught geography and
history by talking pictures. The chil
dren will be taught early American
history with Tom Mix, his cowboys,
and the Indians. Hard luck for the
kiddies.

The decline in automobile proi duction, which began as far back as
» last May, following the all time record
* month of April, continued In Septem: ber, and also showed a decrease in
-JLlctober. From an output last Jan
uary of 400,000 cars, the Increase was
-remarkable up until April, when the
industry turned out a total of 621,000
passenger cars and trucks. However,
from that time, there has been a
steady decrease in production and
sale, and September fell off more than
200.000 cars, that is, 200.000 less than
tlie banner month of April.
On the whole year, the‘output will
be greater than in 1928. Great things
are expected by the manufacturers
in 1930, and preparations are already
being made for greater activities than
were noted in the spring months of
this year.
The most serious problem just now
is the used car problem, and the fu
ture does not seem to hold much re
lief. In the great rush this year to
make and sell new cars, the manu
facturers lost sight of the used car
factor and it has now become serious.
Conditions regarding used cars are
acute. More acute in the larger cities
than in other communities. Through
out this whole year the used car mar
ket has been handicapped and bur
dened with the competition of an un
precedented production and sale,
under high pressure ot new. lowpriced cars. This retarded the sale
of used cars., and increased the deal
ers’ stocks as never .before.
In their anxiety to make sales of
new cars, many dealers discovered
when too late that too great a value
had been placed by them on the used
car. The sale of the new car was
made, but dealers are now overload
ed with used cars that they cannot
move. And unless the manufacturers
urtall the output of new cars and
Ive the used cars a chance at the
arket. this situation will become
radually worse, used cars will he
me a drug on the market, and deal-

COHEN BRO8. WANT YOUR

LIVE POULTRY
Will pay highest price
No lot toe large; none too email.

Call Warren, Me. 3-22
or write, care of

Al Rines, Warren, Me.
Reference: Any Poultry Raieor

AYER'S
Say, can you realize that you have less than three weeks to do
your Christmas Shopping? And you just ought to see the nice
things we have for you. They will all be on display by Saturday.
Just drop in!

Christmas Suggestions
FOR MENJ^f

FOR BOYS(£

Silk Scarf* ................... 50c to 2.00
Mufflers ...................... 1.00 to ZOO
Belt* .............................. 50c to 1.00
Stockings ................ 25c, 50c, 75c
Necktie* .................. 25c, 50c, 1.00
Dress Shirt* ......... 1.00, ZOO, Z50
Flannel Shirts .... 1.00, ZOO, 3.00
Night Shirts ......... 1.00, 1.50, ZOO
Pajamas ............... 1.50, 2.00, 2.50
Cloves ..................... 1.00, ZOO, 3.00
Handkerchief* ....... 10c, 25c, 50c

Kaynee Blouses ........... 79c, 1.00
Kaynee Shirts ............... 1.00, 1.50
Glove* of all kinds .... 25c to 1.00
Mittens ........................ 25c to 1.00
Golf Stockings ............. 50c 1.00
Aviator’s Caps.......75c, 1.00, 1.50
Lumberjack* ..... 3.00, 4.00, 5.00
Mackinaw* .............. 6.00 to 10.00
Sheepskin Coats .................... 5.00
Children’s Overcoats ............ 5.00
Handkerchiefs ........... 10c to 25c

But you ought to see the mess of Fancy Goods in Boxes—just
the thing for presents. They are handsome.

WILLIS AYER

Special Sale
for This Week Only

Jones Celebrated Codfish
22c lb.
C. H.Rice & Co.
Tillson Avenue

Rockland

Tel. 1207
145-146

s
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SOUTH THOMASTON

Mrs. Philip Ware entered Knox
Hospital Monday for surgical treat
ment.
Mrs. Emily Rackllff celebrated her
89th birthday Dec. 2 at her home in
South Thomaston. Children, grand
children and great-grandchildren to
Franklin Trussed, who died Nov. the number of 26 were present, as
19, was born in Port Clyde. July 9, follows: Elmer Rackllff, Mrs. Nellie
1849, the son of Capt. Samuel and Waterman, Mrs. Mabel Richardson.
Caroline Hupper Trussed. He was Archie Rucklin'. Mr. and Mrs. laiVon
educated In the town schools and at Godfrey, Mr. and Mrs. David Mann,
Maine State Seminary, Lewiston. Ralph Rackliff, Mr. and Mrs. Randall
March 27, 1889, he married Miss Alice Dyer, Raymond Rackliff. Mr. and
T Richardson. Mr. Trussed was a Mrs. Harry Waterman, Miss Emily
well-read man and always kept Waterman, Robert Waterman, Fran
abreast of the times. Politically he cis Dyer, Ir?ne Rackliff, Herbert
was a life-long Democrat. Early in Richardson, Lawrence Richardson,
life he became interested In town, Mrs. Archie Rackliff, Maurice, Elsie
state and national affairs. He was and Lucy Rackliff, a brother Frank
modest and unassuming, but the Foster, and Miss Grace Winchenpeople soon learned his worth and for baugh. Mrs. Rackliff received many
many years he served the town of fine gifts, also cards and a handsome
SI. George with honor as moderator birthday cake.
She is unusually
and selectman. He was also town active for one of her years and en
auditor one term. From 1887 to 1891 joyed the occasion to the fullest. The
he served as county commissioner. absence of Mrs. Philip Ware was re
He represented the Democratic party gretted, she not being able to join the
of his district in the State Leglsature company.
for three sessions, 1876, 1877 and 1891.
The following from the Wakefield
He was a justice of the peace and Mass.) Journal will he of interest
notary public tor many years.
to many in this vicinity, friends and
While yet a young man Mr. Trussed relatives of Mrs. F. H. Meader (Miss
became partner with his father in Florence Wlggin).
•
general store and ship-chandlery,
The bride’s gown was of ivory can
later adding coal trade, fishery busi ton crepe, fashioned in the new’ Prin
ness and real estate. Ail of his pub cess style, her bridal veil of sijk net
lic, private and business life was and lace fastened by a coronet of
characterized by distinction, accu orange blossoms. Her bouquet was of
racy, modesty and honor. But it was bride roses and valley lilies. Miss
r.ot in these alone that he excelled. Spencer’s gown was of rose-orchid
In his 12th year he accepted Christ taffeta and tulle in bouffant pattern.
as his Saviour and became his hum She carried an arm bouquet of butter
ble follower, serving him loyally and fly roses. The ushers' group com
faithfully as a member of the Second prised Leon A. Blanchard of Green
Baptist Church. He was early given wood, brother of the bride; Nelson R.
a class of young people to teach and Shaw of Greenwood, |and Calvin R.
from that time on he taught a Sun Stanley of Wakefield. About 100
day «chool class until failing health guests were present at the ceremony
caused him to resign two years ago. and reception immediately following
He served as deacon for many years. and a buffet supper was served by
He was always in the church serv Caterer George S Grattan.
ices on Sunday and mid-week, to
The bride was graduated from the
stay up the pastor's hands as long Wakefield High School in 1924 and
as his health permitted. He lived a from Boston University College of
beautiful, consistent, Christian life Practical Arts and Letters in 1926.
and passed triumphantly to his re She has been a prominent member
ward.
among the younger folk at the Green
The funeral services were con wood Union Church. Mr. Meader, pro
ducted bj- Rev. S. E. Packard, a for prietor of Meader's Oarage. Malden,
mer pastor, assisted by Rev. A. A, was formerly a student at the Mel
Walsh. Prayer at the house was rose High School and was graduated
followed by a public service at the from the Somerville Trade School.
chapel, which was largely attended After a wedding trip to the White
and included friends from Bruns Mountains, Mr. and Mrs. Meader will
wick, Lynn and Palmer, Mass., also reside in Melrose.”
New York City. Amid a profusion of
‘ An attractive autumnal wedding
beautiful flowers he was laid to rest took place at the home of Selectman
in the family lot on the Ridge, near and Mrs. William Blanchard. 43 Pit
the oM church he loved so well.
man avenue, Greenwood, last eve
Mr. Trussed leaves a wife, distant ning, when their daughter Miss
relatives and a host of friends to Anne Blanchard and Frank Hallo
mourn his loss. We shall sadly miss well Meader, Jr., of 135 Lynde street,
from our midst, his stately figure, his Melrose, son of Capt. and Mrs. Frank
genial, smiling countenance, and his H. Meader of Hampton. N. H., were
warm, hearty hand-clasp. Truly, he united in marriage, tlie ceremony
being dead, yet speaks. A wide circle being solemnized by Rev. Charles 11.
of friends extend to the bereaved Davis, pastor of the Greenwood Union
companion deepest sympathy in her Church, who used the double ring
great sorrow.
service. The ceremony took place
And 1 heard a voice from heaven beneath an illuminated arch which
saying unto me, Write, blessed are was banked with clusters of the sea
the dead which die in the Lord from son's flowers and foliage and from
henceforth; yea, salth the Spirit, which was suspended a beautiful
that they may rest from their labors wedding bell. An unusual feature,
and their works do follow them.
just following the marriage ceremony
8. E. P.
occurred when the maid of honor.
Miss Marion R. Spencer of Green
FRANKLIN TRUSSELL
wood, and the best man James E.
Worthiey of Greenwood, brother-inA Tribute
law’ of the bride, released ribbons at
Franklin Trusseli, a prominent tached to the bell and showered the
resident of Port Clyde, whose recent bride and bridegroom with rose pet
death at his home following a brief als. Miss Hazel Meader of Melrose,
illness., was horn in Port Clyde and sister of the bridegroom, played
educated in the public schools. On Lohengrin's wedding march.
leaving school he engaged in business
BURKETTVILLE
with his father, Capt. Samuel TrusCharlie Miller has been ill, with
sell. Blessed with excellent health,
thrifty and Industrious, this was grippe.
Linwood Mitchell was the fortunate
where he saved his first thousand
dollars.
He attended the Second hunter for moose in this vicinity, al
Baptist Church, and later became a though several have been shot by out
member of the K. P. Politically he of town hunters.
Schools reopened Monday after a
was a Democrat. In all these dif
ferent phases of life, he was held in week's vacation.
The next Farm Bureau meeting will
the highest honor and respect by all
who knew him, as a man of upright be held Dec. 11 at Nelson Caldercharacter and integrity. He is sur wood's It will be the annual plan
vived by a wife, Mrs. Alice Trusseli, ning meeting for both men and wom
but no children. Mrs. Trusseli is a en, therefore it is earnestly desired
lady of refinement and culture and that all members attend and help
enjoys the love and respect of tlie choose subjects for 1930. Miss Jessie
entire village. We who spend our Lawrence and Ralph Wentworth will
summer vacations in that locality, be present. A picnic dinner will be
can scarcely exaggerate the sorrow served at noon.
Robert Esancy and family spent
It will bring to many, many friends,
that our good friend Frank is on the Thanksgiving Day at Wilbur Esancys
in Union.
absent list.
Kih
Somerville, Mass.

Leading Citizen of Port
Clyde Who Had Filled
Many Offices

AT THE METROPOLITAN

"A 'Most Immoral Lady” Feature At
traction For tho Coming Week

Lcatrice Joy brings the glory of
her melodious voice and glamorous
personality to the taking screen In
“A Most Immoral Lady," at the
Metropolitan Theatre for the week
beginning today. Sidney Blackmer,
Walter Pidgeon. Josephine Dunn,
Robert
Edeson.
Donald
Reed,
Florence Oakley, and others, are in
cluded in the rast of the sensational
society play, the scenes of which aro
laid in Palm Beach, New York and
Paris.
Belle Baker, musical comedy, stage
and screen star, will appear in per
son in a lavish Publix revue titled,
“Ingenues' Gambol," composed en
tirely of beautiful talented girls (25
of whom were in the "Ziegfeld Fol
lies) in this fast-moving spectacle,
described as a miniature musical
comedy. There are 178 instruments,
valued at $45,000 used in this remark
able stage innovation.
The People's Symphony Orchestra
presents its third Sunday afternoon
Ameert. Dec. 8, from 2 until 3 p. m.,
after which the regular program will
be presented as usual.
Beginning Thursday, Dec. 12, the
feature screen attraction will be "The
Marriage Playground" co-starring
Mary Brian and Frederic March.—
adv.

Your rug problems can be settled
with satisfaction guaranteed by call
ing The People's Laundry. Limerock
street, Tel. 170. We shampoo you:
rugs and return them promptly, like
new.
124-tf
LIVE POULTRY
DRESSED POULTRY WANTED
Excellent demand for Fancy Ca
pon, Turkeys, Chickens, Fowl,
Ducks, geese. We guarantee high
est market prices; prompt returns;
a trial will convince yeu. heference: Federal Nation Bank. Es
tablished 20 years.
W. F. WYMAN
4 Faneuil Hall Mkt. Boston, Mass.

“Married Life” Not
Worth While

_____________ .

„„e(t

MANAGER'S GOODWILL

SALE

"WHERE

The goodwill with which millions of women regard the A & P is its most valued
asset. Every possible economy, every possible improvement in //ua/ify is made
by A & P so that Ibis goodwill may be increased . . . this week A&P Store
Managers are conducting a sttle which expresses their thanks for the goodwill
you show by trading at llieir slo-e . . . save today al A & P

A& P Store Hlanagers offer yon your choice of the three
most popular Hours, CERt'SOT.l, COI.P MEDAL or
PILLSBL RY'S at extraordinarily low prices

Flour

2A'/s I.B $

BAG

Family Flour
Pastry Flour

I

89c

24 If I.R

Bag

24 <t I.B
RAG

Pure Lard
Butter K°'
Sliced Bacon
Shoulders

OR COMPOUND

89c

2iBs 25*

LBs

X

l09

lb 45c
SUGAR CUBED
KINDLESS

LB

SMOKED STOCK IN ETIE
AI all A&P Stores

LB

\

MORE MANAGER’S SPECIALS
SaladaTea
45c
PACIFIC CREPE
Toilet Paper
Matches
P&6 Soap
Whitehouse Milk
Cheese
Sterling Brooms
Old Dutch
Macaroni
SPAGHETTI er NOODLES
Moxie
Guest Ivory Soap
Campbell’s Tomato Soup
Ginger Ale
CAMTIMM»lAt DM?*1**
Eagle Condensed Milk
Kirkman’s Soap Chips
Cigarettes
«« brands

^R0LL$X5«

INK BI.I
TIPITII

PKGS

10

THE WHITE
NAPHTHA SOAP

CAKES

Ige
39'

EVAPORATED

X9«
490
3 CANS 19'

WHITE OR COLORED

LB

NO. 6
EACH

THE HFALTIYFTL
CLEANSER

PKGS

J

THE TONIC B A ERAGE

BOTTLES

W

CAKES «•

3 cAf’> X5*
X BOTTLU
CAN

18°

3 «gs X5«
CARTON

A
*1.1'

Choice Cuts of Fine Meats
Managers of A. & P. Meat Markets welcome their customers this week with many special offerings of
choice meats at lowest possible prices

STEAKS
PORK ROAST

Top Round
Face Rump
Short Sirloin

lb 39c

Porterhouse
Choice Rump

lb 49c

Strictly Freeh
Loin Roast

lb 21c

Fresh Shipments
From the World’s]
Greatest
Oyster Beds

BONELESS HAMS

Sugar

Cured
Smoked

lb 29c

Blames Wires’ “Nerves”
"Weak nerves."saida New York doc
tor recently, “in my estimation wreck
more happily married lives than any
other cause."
Besides making the sweetest disposi
tion sour and irritable, nervousness is a
terrible drain x>n your vital forces—it
saps your youth and your strength and
dulls your beauty. What a difference
from the bright-eyed, vibrant girl he
married. No wonder married life seems
unbearable!
But you can get rid of your nervous
ness—speedily too—and become the
steady-nerved, radiant woman you once
were. Try the effect of Tanlac after
meals and before going to bed, and if it
doesn’t soon make a new woman of you
—doesn’t rid you of that tired, strained
feeling—go back and get your money.
Go to your druggist now and get a
bottle of Tanlac. bullions of folks have
started backon the road to youth,
health and happiness with this world
famous tonic and there is no reason why
you, too, can’t begin today to rebuild
your worn-out tissues and revitalize
your entire system.

Regular Sailings from

Rockland
Steamer CORNISH, freight only,
leaves Rockland for Boston Wednes
days and Saturdays, at about 545
P. M.; leaves Rockland for Bangor
and intermediate landings, Tuesdays,
and Fridays at about 5.30 A. M.
Steamer WESTPORT,, freight and
passengers, leaves Rockland for Bar
Harbor and intermediate landings,
Tuesdays and Fridays at 7.30 A. M.,
for Brooklin and intermediate land
ings, on Mondays and Thursdays at
7.30 A. M.

EASTERN
gteamship line*
I

Best

Fresh
Center
Cut

Fresh
Genuine Spring

Pork Shoulders

Pork Roulettes

Strictly Fresh
Any Size

FRANKFORTS

lb 25c BACON

REDUCTIONS IN
CANNED FOODS
Iona Tomatoes
No. 2
3 cans
Iona Peaches
No. 2jz can
Iona Corn
can 11c
6 cans
Grapefruit
can
Reliable Peas
2 cans
Del Monte Apricots
No. 2jg can
Del Monte Fruits for Salad No. 2yi can 39c No. 1
Del Monte Asparagus Tips
can
Del Monte Peaches Sliced or Halved No. 2yi can
Del Monte Pineapple
Crushed
can

GRANDMOTHER’S

Bread
X THE
GREAT

LARGE
LOAF

Lean
Bonelrse

Sugar
Cured
Any Size
Piece

lb 25c

VALUES
23c
29c
63c
19c
29c
33c
23c
29c
23c
19c

2 pkgs
Pillsbury’s Pancake Flour
2 pkgs
Aunt .Jemima Pancake Flour
2 pkgs
Virginia Sweet Pancake Flour
jug
Vermont Maid Syrup
llrcr Babbit Molasses No. 2 J J can 29c No. 1 yi can
Karo Syrup Red Label ''can’ 14c Blue Label
3 pkgs
Super Suds
pkg
Pillsbury’s Bran
2-Jj' lb cans
Quaker Maid Cocoa
pkg
Whcatena
2 pkgs
Jello
lb pkg
(Campfire Marshmallows
pkg
Mellowheat
2 jars
Gulden’s Mustard
pkg
Sunswect Prunes
Ige
bot
BI ue Label Ketchup

ATLANTIC & PACIFIC

23c
23c
19c
21e
18c
13c
23c
16e
19e
21a
13c
23c
19c
23c
23e
19a

TEA
CO.
115-146
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You neecL^ntWater..

I

SCHOOL
NOTES

DARTS*

I

ll

(By Duke Danton)

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
11

4*

3

I

4

OW zestful and exhilarating our bathing is; what pleasant
necessities, out immaculate clothes and spotless homes!
And all these delights are but the result of having an abundance
of hot water to use.

H

c(?wne in_a
Tuesday Evenings
— 7:30 —
Stations
WBZ - WBZA
r
A Real Musical
Treat for
Everybody

THE GAS INDUSTRY OF NEW ENGLAND
WHICH

YO U A O W N

CAS COMPANY

IS A

P A AT

Illustrating his extraordinary pow
The packing-house industry is still
ers of memory, Mr. Borah states that the largest in the United States. It
the tariff hill as proposed is a viola seems to have no difficulty in making
tion of platform pledges.—Detroit both ends meat.—-Weston (Ore.)
News.
Leader.

•poetK’s-gw'rceetrcvc'c'wwc

Flag salute. America and Twenty-third Psalm.
(School
Recitation—"Hello Mr. Turkey,” •
Barbara Murray
Recitation—' How to Show We Are Thank
ful.”
Rose Murgita
Recitation "At Grandma's," Harold Marston
Recitation—"My Thankful Lists,”
Roger Vosp
Song "The Frightened Pumpkin,”
School
Recitation -".lack Frost,"
BUls Hastings
Recitation—"A Good Thanksgiving."
Priscilla Staples
Recitation—"A Thanksgiving Talk.”
Francis Robertson
Recitation --"One Drawback," Marion Vhurch
Recitation—"Little Pilgrims,”
Charlotte Staples, Ibra Ripley
Recitation "A Better Wav." Viola Weymouth
"Tlie Turkey and The Pumpkin."
School
Recitation—"The Turkey's Opinion."
Dorothy Howard
Recitation- "Tlie Magic Vine," Grant Davis
Recitation—"The Pilgrims,"
Edith House
Tl.anksgh ing Acrostic,
Twelve Pupils
Recitation—"Their Secret,” Barbara Murray
Farmer Song,
Six Girls. Six Boys
Rtcitation—"Something To Be Thankful
For.
Dorothy Howard
Recitation—"Children of Plymouth Town."
Laura Sylvester
Recitation "Thanksgiving Fun." June Burns
Prayer—Why We Give Thanks, Uarmeilta Rich
'Recitation—"The Mayflower,”
Aspirin is the trade mark of uayer Manufacture of Monoaceticacidester of Salicylleacid
Angelina D Agostino
Rtcitation—"The Best Way."
Erlinc Cates
Song "Oats, Peas. Beans and Barley ■Grow,”
Six Pupils
tlllllllllTIIIIMNIIIIIIINIII
Rtcitation—"Bobby’s Choice,"
Winfield Benner
Recitation --‘‘Six Little Turkeys,"
Genevieve Armata
By Dr. L. D. LeGear, V.S., St. Louis, Mo.
Redtatiott
A Li:;’., Purltatt,” Mary Egan
Dr. LeGear is a graduate of the Ontario
Recitation—"Thanksgiving Day.” Grant Davis
Drill.
Five PupUs
* Jj Veterinary College, 1892. Thirty-six
Rtcitation—“Our Flag,”
Erleen Cates
years of veterinary practice on diseases
Recitation—"Giving Thanks.” Philip Hutchins
cf live stock and poultry. Eminent au
Recitation—"A Thanksgiving Ride,”
Ellis Hastings
thority on poultry and stock raising.
Recitation—"A Little Boy's Dream,”
Nationally known poultry breeder,
Harold Marston
1 .’oted author and lecturer.
Song—"Half a Dozen Lads and Lassies,”
School
Recitation—"A Thanksgiving Dream,”
ARTICLE XXIII
Raymond Harper
Recitation—“A Serious Handicap,"
better than their parents.
Such
Priscilla Lovejoy MATED OR MISMATED—
Play
(Characters in costume)—Governor
HOW ABOUT YOUR FLOCK mating gives a chance for real im
Bradford, Grant Davis; Elder Brewster, Robio,
provement because it affords you
Jackson : Indian Chief, Winfield Benner ; il’ll- i
grim Maid, Zelma Hawkins: Mistress Pru-I If you Are Not Giving Due Attention some definite data to work with.
Fertility is usually higher' from such
dence. Angelena D’Agottino; six (Pilgrims |
to Proper Ereeding, You Are Losing
and four Indians
matings because the male suffers no
Money. Success Is Only for Those
Recitation—"Thanksgiving Farewell,”
interferences. All of my matings
June Burns'
Who Realize the Importance of
are special matings. My breeding
Song—"Father We Thank Thee."
School j
This Often Neglected Opportunity

How to Raise Poultry

Any gas appliance may be purchased on easy terms

OF

After the program the children
were given th»'ir Thanksgiving book
lets and drawings which have been
' made this month.

«•««

Join Our 1930

HOPE
Roland Robbins is at home for a
brief visit, having been employed in
Massachusetts for several months.
Marion, Harleth and Wilfred Hobbs
t pent Thanksgiving with relatives
in Rockland.
Mrs. W. C. Wellman of South Hope
has been with her mother Mrs. Elea
nor Payson who is ill.
Mr. and Mrs. iB. H. Nichols and
children Lois and Constance have re
turned from a visit with relatives in
Wotourn, Mass.
The auxiliary of the Farm Bureau
held a very successful meeting here
last week. Twenty-one of the ladies
present made Christmas baskets of
pine prettily decorated and feel very
grateful for the kind assistance of
Mrs. Hflen Gushee of Appleton who
was present and afforded many help
ful suggestions.
The Hope pupils of Mrs. Margaret
Robbins took part in her musical en
tertainment in Camden last week.
'Mrs. E. N. Hobbs is convalescing
from an attack of grippe.

Christmas Cash Club
NOW FORMING
at

The Thomaston
National Bank
Thomaston, Maine
142T*’Th14«

Your dollars
GO FARTHER
In Purchasing In Driving
In Trading In ▲

PONTIAC
PRODUCT OF GENERAL MOTORS

You get better value in every way in today’s Pontiac
Big Six. Your dollars go farther when you buy it
because it is the only automobile in its field which
combines big car bodies by Fisher ... a 200-cubic-inch
L-head engine . . . the Harmonic Balancer which
smooths out torsional vibration . . . the Cross-flow
Radiator with automatic temperature control . . .
big, powerful non-squeak internal-expanding fourwheel brakes . . . and many other features. . . .You
save on operating costs because of such features as
crankcase ventilation which protects engine oil from
dilution . . . the C-M-R cylinder head which gives
power with smoothness and economy, using ordinary
gasoline . . . the special long-lived brake linings, often
good for over 30.(MM) miles. . . . And your investment
is safer becahse there is a constant ready market
for used Pontiaes whieh works to your decided
advantage on a trade-in appraisal. . . . I ou must sec
and drive this leader of the low-priced sixes. Then
let us appraise your present car and show you how
easily you can own and enjoy a Pontiac Big Six.

C. W.

2-Door Sedan
f. o. b. Pontiac, Mich.

Pontiac Big Six, $745 to $895, f. o. b.
Pontiac, Mich., plus delivery
charges. Bumpers, spring covers
and shock absorbers
regular
equipment at slight extra cost.
General Motors Time Payment
Plan available at minimum rate.
Consider the delivered price as well
as the list (J. o.b.) price when com
paring automobile values . . . 0OKland-Ponliac delivered prices in
clude only authorised charges for
freight and delivery and the charge
for any additional accessories or
financing desired.

HOPKINS

65 LIMEROCK STREET

We all catch colds and they can make us miserable;
but yours needn't last long if you will do this: Take
two or three tablets of Bayer Aspirin just as soon as
possible after a cold starts. Stay in the house if you
can—keep warm. Repeat with another tablet or two
of Bayer Aspirin every three or four hours, if those
symptoms of cold persist. Take a good laxative when
you retire, and keep bowels open. If throat is sore,
dissolve three tablets in a quarter-glassful of water
and gargle. This soothes inflammation and reduces
infection. There is nothing like Bayer Aspirin for a
cold, or sore throat. And it relieves aches and pains
almost instantly. The genuine tablets, marked Bayer,
are absolutely harmless to the heart.

IIAVEIl
as pi mx

All day — every day, we need hot water. Nothing but a con
stant supply is adequate in a modern home, and nothing but
Gas — The Better Fuel — will consenientlv provide it. The
new type heaters make an unlimited quantity ot hot water
instantly available at any hour ot the dav or night.

Mf you ate struggling along
in the old fashioned way,
call on your gas company
to show you how easily
and economically the lux
ury ot an abundant supply
of hot watet may be had.

For COCOS

ROCKLAND

f

051)

A young American dare devil from
Brooklyn, has made so good as a
bull fighter in Spain the past two
years that the bull fighters over there
have formed a union to keep the out
siders outside. The beautiful Spanish
senoritas all like the brave Ameri- ■
cano, and the Spanish boys are jeal- I
ous.
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Over In Russia the Communists are .
advocating the adoption of a three- '
day week for workers. This will give
them four days a week for propa
ganda.

• ♦ • •

And while one half of the world |
doesn't know how the other half lives,
it’s a cinch that 90 per cent of us
tire convinced that the other half
can't afford to live the way they are
living. Isn’t it the truth?
* * * •
While falling arches are Inerenaing among young girls. It is not beecuse they stand too long in front of
dish pans.
• • • •
A lost ad in the New York Times:
"LOST—Coupe. Owner cannot lo
cate the garage. The license number
is .4-88815.’’
....
A Want Ad: "Glitl. wants work !
rooking down stairs: light work,, 75-90 :
dollars: little dog does not mind to !
go along. Box 240.”
....
The new fashions: “The chances
are women who are beautifully pro- ,
portioned and ran stand trying
fashions, will adopt the new waist- |
line. But the stout, short-waisted ,
uoman will, if she is elfver. drop the
waistline just the least below nor
mal, to a location where, as her mir
ror assures her, it is becoming A
broad belt always euts the body in i
two. adding to its appearance of j
thickness." The men this winter
will wear the sour look of the |
mulcted—tude who were eaught at
the wailing-wall of Wall street.
• • • •
Malcolm .1. Rogers says that South
ern California was inhabited 10,00o i
years before Columbus discovered
America. That beats out old King ;
Tut.
....
While Maine is dotted with num- j
berless natural lakes, of all sizes, the |
State of North Carolina has created ;
60 artificial lakes varying in size from !
one to 4000 acres.
• . • •
The Universal Credit Co. which is
associated with Ford Motor Co. for
the purpose of financing purchases of
Ford cars, reports for the year a j
total volume of business of $225,000.- ,
000. A tremendous showing. With
the cut in Ford prices and the fact :
that the plant is on a steadily de- j
PrPasing Output comes the whisper
of something nrw in the Ford line after
the first of the year. However, noth
ing is officially admitted or denied.
» ♦ • •
Old age per. ions are frequently i
discussed in the news columns these I
days, and a Washington authority '
says that there are now 78,000 abso- |
lute paupers listed in the United !
States, and that 60 per cent of persons '
oved 60 years of age are dependent i
upon relatives or upon a pension from
an industrial source.
• • • *
The fellow who still believes in
Santa Claus after he grows up is sure
ly the happiest man after all.
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HORIZONTAL
1-Barrier doling a

passage
9-Brood of an eagle
10-Pen-name of Mary
Evans Cross
12- Mascullne name
(short)
13- Completed
14- Preposltion
16-Depression
18-Toward
’19-The (French)
20-Curious scraps of
literature collected
on some subject
21- Land measure
2S-To slight
24- A ground nut
25- Branching
26- Plural of apex
30-Rlver in South
Carolina
33- Noxlous
34- A person difficult to
bear with (slang)
35- Support

VERTICAL (Cont.)
9-Feminine name
11- Tonic spasm
12- Suitable
; 15-Adieus
! 17—Idle talking
20-Pertaining to the
American aloe
22- Printer's measure
23- State Militia
(abbr.)
* . I
27- A song of joy
28- Civil engineer
(abbr.)
29-A cotton fabric
30- Hot dust-laden wind
of Mediterranean
31- Notary Public
tasar.)
32- A funeral song
36-ln addition to
38-Heavenly body
41- Before
42- Et cetera (abbr.)
45-Either
;47-Tellurium (abbr.)

HORIZONTAL (Cont. )
36- Electric Telegraph
(abbr.)
37- Left »ide (abbr.)
39- Celebrated abbr.)
40- Each (abbr.)
41- To raise
43- General Secretary
(abbr.)
44- Pertaining to
Scandinavian
countries
46-Tidy
48-Strengthen

VERTICAL
1- Exist
2- Skill
3- Revelry
4- Caustlc repariee
5- An underground
room
6- To the lee side
7- Completed
8- Prefix indicating
the beginning of
an era

Copyriffhl, Thr Intrrnaticnal Sy ndicott

SUGGESTIONS FOR SOLVING CROSS-WORD PUZZLES
Start out by filling in the words of which you feel reasonably sure.
These will give you a clue to other words crossing them, and they in turn '
to still others. A letter belongs in each white space, words starting at the
numbered squares and running either horizontally or vertically or both.
Solution to Previous Puzzle.

Mothers. • .Watch
Children’s

C

RELIEF FROM CURSE
OF CONSTIPATION

WESTBROOK

W
32

3i

33

HOME TOWN SPIRIT
pens consist of 8 to 10 hens and one
Its Value In Standing By the Local
male.
Business Man
Little would be gained by entering
n-i, «
.«
.
‘nto the technical
phases
of such SubEditors Note—This is another story in a
..
,
A successful and prosperous com
series of 52 stories on poultry raising written
as inbreeding and linebreeding,
by the well known national poultry authority, together with details of the laws of
munity depends upon many things
Dr. L. D. LeGear, V. S., of St. Louis. The heredity as they concern proper matand by no means least among them
entire series will appear in this paper. Our mg.
In passing, however. I should
readers are urged to read them carefully and
is good stores. In order to maintain
like to explode the popular fallacy
clip them out for future reference.
n store a man must have not only
— that inbreeding or the mating of
goods for sale but he must have
closely related birds is in itself ~
buyers and also profits from what he
I once heard a lecturer remark . cause of decline in quality of suesells. Otherwise he may be in busi
that If as great care were used in the reeding generations. On the conness for h’s health or to conduct a
trary, thi3 method is regularly used
mating of human beings as most
philanthropy. If these are the rea
by the best poultry raisers to main
• poultry raisers observe in mating tain the purity of a strain once a
sons for his store it eeases to be a
j their chickens, there would be I wer certain desired standard is definitely
store and becomes a sanitorium or a
social welfare institution.
' divorces. If he had in mind only the established. This excludes introduc
Profits are essential for the suc
i professional poultry raisers who rec tion cf alien blood into a strain or
cessful conduct of busines’, what
ognize the importance of ev< and flock which is often accompanied by
ever the business may be from manu
eternally striving to better their results disastrous to uniformity.
facture to sales, from wholesale dis
flocks. I can agree with him. If. how Generally, whele a decline in quality
tribution to retail. Out of profits in
ever, he intended this statement to follows the mating of closely related
a man’s business he must pay taxes,
be as broad as it sounded. I most cer fowls, it is due to the use of birds
pay the wages of his employees,
tainly cannot agree with him. Far lacking in vitality or which did not
make a living for himself, and meet
too many people feel a rooster is only conform to the desired standard.
the other expenses incident to the
a rooster, and a hen nothing but a
transaction of business.
hen. They know in a general way
Whatever system of mating is used,
Stores are essential for a prosper
that the two together are necessary it is well to know the best time for
This is progress. The American
in order to produce eggs whi, h will j mating. Some poultryanen continue Bakers' Association announces that ous community. You cannot have
ultimately i»-sult in a new ven* ration, breeding and hatching t-he year round. in addition to animal crackers, the stores except those who conduct them
They do not. however, have the [test results are secured, however, in bakers will now make crackers in have buyers and profits.
Buyers and profits in business are
slightest conception of the importance the normal breeding season. This the shape of the various 48 states
of proper mating between tlie two j will vary somewhat with climate. As so that the children can learn geog as essential to stores as people are
essential for a community. You cansexes.
a rule, pullets hatched at the proper raphy from them.
hot have the one without the other.
If more poultry raisers could be season—February, March or April
....
In the ethics of business both seller
made to realize that proper nt iting u lien all the world is beginning to
If you are thinking of'buying a
is cne cf the most essential elements show signs of renewed life—will be ' new Par next spring, remember that and buyer are public benefactors.
ot success, there would be fewer better, stronger, and lay more quickly , jast year 58 per cent of the cars In the exchange of money for com
scrub flocks in the country and more than those hatched in May, June or i so](1 were sold on time_ or rather de modities each renders a mutual serv
money made from the busine-s. To j July. The poultry-man should so ar- ftrre(j payments—but the factories ice to the other. The man who sells
be sure, many writers on the subject I ranse his hatches so the pullets will , are RolnB t„ cm that down a whoIe something meets th^ peed of another.
| have caused it to appear too < inpli- be reardy for winter laying. Those lot next year because cars are The men who pays for what he buys
makes possible the store and all that
cated for the average person to tin- hatched so late that they pass through cheaper.
the store means to the community.
iler-tand. If one goes int • all the I the winter without laying cause a
• • • •
We need to recognize more than
reasons for tilings that must be .lone, distinct loss.
An editor in Phoenix. Ariz., writes:
we do our debt to the earnest, ag
j the whole affair does.get rather too
Some poultry-men allow males to
‘‘What this town needs is more traffic gressive. conscientious store-keeper.
involved for anyone but the pr .fes- run with the hens all through the guardians preferably those familial
1 sional. The man with a farm fl, k is \ ear. We should swat the rooster as with handling mental defectives.” He meets our needs, and out of the
i.ot so murh interesteil in the why" soon as the breeding' season Is over. That would apply to many cities out profits of his business he makes pos
sible the town, he makes possible
| of the question as in the "how.’' I The males should, be separated from
side of Arizona.
residence in the town of those he
shall, therefore, try to give -ome the females until about two weeks
• • • •
employs, he makes the town possible
! simple non-technlcal suggestions on before the breeding season starts,
“What does that young boy of yours from an economic and business
mating which, if followed car. fully. This keeps the males from worrying
do?’’
arc hound to result in the betterment the liens and also permits them* to
standpoint.
"He’s a Girl Scout.”
of any flock.
produce infertile eggs, which are
In all the activity of boosting
“
You
mean
a
Boy
Seout.
”
• • • •
' preferable for market.
Maine what is needed most is the
He
’
s
“
No,
I
mean
a
Girl
Scout,
(Copyright. 1929.
creation of a better public spirit on
There are many methods of mat- !
always scouting for girls."
by Dr. L. D. LeGear, V. S.)
the part of the dwellers In our towns
! ing1—far too many to be discussed •
• ♦ •. •
and villages of patronizing the hottie
. in an article of this kind. I must. ‘
The automobile industry as a store, with a willingness that the
| therefore, limit myself to those that ‘
whole, and the vast army of dealers store-keeper shall get a reasonable
are practical for the ordinary farm ;
in particular, are no\v working to profit in his business, recognizing that
i flock, rather than the professional or
ward the same objective to cleai out of his profits come the money for
the fancier. I must assume an under- !
their factories and floors of 1929 wages, taxes, the support of .the in
standing of the necessity for choosing ,
models in preparation for another stitutions. church, school and homfe
only such specimens of- both sexes j
year. To accomplish this, several oi that make the community a possi
as are good.size, vigorous, healthy. !
the concerns already have resorted bility and a reality, a thriving good
free from deformities or defects, and
to price cutting methods on current place in which io live.
which conform to the standard re- !
models, and others are expected to
Be a public spirited citizen of your
quirements of their respective varie- ,
follow. The Ford cut which went own community. Throw away yo‘u>
ties.
into effect on November 1 last was a hammer and get a ‘trumpet. Qtilt
The most common method of mat- .
(•J
sweeping one, which included every knocking. Shout for your own town.
; ing is known as flock or mass breed- .
model. Dealers were also cut from
Henry F. Huse
I ing. This consists of mating the en- i
20 per cent to 17per cent.
North Haven
I tire lot of hens with a number of
♦ ♦ * ♦
males.
The wise modern housewife shares
Have you heard of the 20-30 Club?
In flock mating there is no way to :
The first club was started in Sacra her burdens and lets The People's
study individual members of your
Laundry,
Tel. 170, do her family wash,
colds mento, Cal., in 1922. Since then, 37
. flock. You do not know which ones !
clubs have been admitted to member rugs and quilts. The cost Is low, the
i produced gcod layers or good breeders
OMMON head colds often “settle" ship, with a total enrollment of about service prompt, the work excellent,
! and whieh did not. Consequently. |
124-tf
in throat and chest where they may 2500. These are clubs of men be
j have no way of influencing the na- ;
become dangerous. Don’t take a
tween 20 and 30, and resemble the
I ture or quality on to the offspring. ■
chance — at the first sniffle rub on Rotary. Kiwanis, Lions, Forty, and
The result may be a steady decline in
the quality of each succeeding gen- I Children’s Musttroleoncc every hour other community service clubs. A
for five hourt.
young man may now start “joining” at
eration.
Children’s Musterole is just good old 20. At the age of 30 he is out of the 30
j
A desirable alternative to the j
Musterole,
you
have
known
so
long,
in
club and into the 40 club. At 40 be
flock mating is the Special Mating j
milder form..
x
is into the Lions; at 50 into the Ki
■ System. This system is thoroughly
A Battle Creek physician says
Working
like
the
trained
masseur,
this
wanis; at 60 into the Rotary if he is “Constipation is responsible for more
! practical for even the smallest flock. !
famous
blend
of
oil
of
mustard,
camphor,
: Eight or fifteen hens arc c nfined in •
lucky and there is an opening; and | misery than any other cause."
menthol and other ingredients bring*
j a pen to themselves, preferably with
at 75 he joins the Three-Quarters
But immediate relief has been found
relief naturally. It penetrates and stimu
out one male bird. Naturally, only |
lates blood circulation, helps to draw out of a Century Club. This carries him A tablet called Rexall Orderlies has
I such specimens are chosen as are i
or. to the century mark, when he been discovered. This tablet attracts
and pain.
known to possess the qualities desired j infection
Keep full strength Musterole on hand, joins the Celestial Harpists—we hope. water from the system into the lazy,
| in their descendants. This is a scifor adults and the milder — Children’s
dry, evacuating bowel called the col
! entifically correct course because it
Musterole for little tots. All druggists.
on. The water loosens the dry food
. follows the law of heredity that like
CHILDREN’S
waste and causes a gentle, thorough,
, begets like.
natural movement without forming a
Furthermore, since you use only
Seminary and Junior College habit or ever increasing the dose.
j our best fowls in this type of breed
For glrll. Thorough college preperetton.
Stop suffering from constipation.
ing. you will take a greater interest |
Member American Aeeocletloo Junior Colleges.
Music, art, dramatics, home economics, steno- Chew a Rexall Orderlleat night. Next
and will give the necessary care and ,
raphlc courses. Small classes. Chanalnl day bright. Get 24 for 25c today al
attention to individuals and to the |
campus. Gymnasium, sports. Rate 11000 the nearest Rexall Drug Store.
hatching eggs.
Consequently, the |
Catalog. A go.i M. Safferil. Prla.. Bex T.
thicks will, as a rule,
as good or j
PertleoO. Milat.
1-51 Charles W. Sheldon.
MILD

to Improve the Strain.

8

IO
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$
Tyler Building. Grade 3. Madeline
Rogers, teacher.
About 30 visitors gathered in the
ga|ly decorated third grade room
Wednesday afternoon
when
the
youngsters did themselves proud in
th<- eyes of their parents and friends.
A fine exhibition of school work was
displayed, showing the marked suc
cess these youngsters are making in
tleir school work. Demonstrations
of lessons in arithmetic, reading and
spelling were given.
This program was presented: •
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WHEN IN
BOSTON
If quiet home-like surroundings
with good food at moderate
prices appeal to you,
Stop at

THE HOTEL
HEMENWAY
On the Fenway at Westland Ave.
Rates from:
$3.00 to $5.00 Single
$4.00 to $6.00 Double
Telephone KENMORE 4330
Leonard H. Torrey, Manager

VINALHAVEN <5. ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
WINTER ARKANGUMENT
Steamer leaves Swan’3 Island at 5.30 A. M.,
Stonington 6.25, North Haven 7.25, Vlnalhaveu 8.15, due to arrive at Rockland about
9 30.
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 p. if..
Vinalhaven 2 45. North Haven 3.30, Ston
ington at 4.40 : due to arrive at Swans Islam
about C OG >». M.
132-tf

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

i
j
j

Since 1840 this firm has
faithfully served the families
of Knox Count7
LADY ATTINDANT
Tel. Day 450;Night 711-1
AMBULANCE 8ERVICE

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
Osteopathic Physician
By Appointment—Tel. 1S«
I ii Limerock St.
Rock!
Graduate ef Amer.caa School
Osteopathy
j
j

DR. LINWOOD T. ROGERS
Osteopathic Physician
S9S MAIN SK ROCKLAND

'

Telephone 1201: Reeldenoe t!S-V
WHEN IN BOSTON—Remember that you
can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette with
the home news, at tlie Old South News Agency,
Washington St., next Old South Church.
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Every-Other-Day

MAINE INTERESTED
RAMBLES AFIELD

Here, There and Yonder,

Touching the Alluring

What It Hopes To Accom
plish From This New Ses
sion of Congress

Things of Nature.

holiday and the remainder of the week I,rate. A mock wedding was in order ,
with his parents Mr. and Mrs. Wil and musical readings were given b\
I Mrs. Beulah Rokcs Ames of Rock
liam Monaghan.
A successful surprise serenade was land. lee eream and cake were servi 1
given Mr. and Mrs. Henry Kai loch and a general good time followed. Tli
Allen, newlyweds at Morris hall Nov. gifts included a pair of pink and
25. As it was Mr. Allen’s birthday his white blankets and a remarkable bed
mother had invited relatives from spread, presented .by "the bunch.
Rockland to a dinner with the usual Another blanket and spread, a dam
birthday cake etc. . The guests ar ask table cloth and a dozen dime r
rived and were all seated In the din j napkins to match and numerous gilts
ing room when he and his wife ap ! in silver and electric appliances. They
peared. This was quite a surprise * also received some substantial cash
but just as soon as the dinner was gifts with more to follow. Credit is
over in walked Alfred Hocking. Al due Mildred Slingsby and Mabel
bert Slingsby, John Reid. James Cant, Wilson and their assistants, Mrs.
and Mabel Wilson and told Henry and Cant and Mrs. Reid for the success
his bride to get some warm clothing J of the affair. About 25 relatives and
as they were going to a cold climate ! friends of the bride from Rockland
and strange were the costumes pre ! were present.
pared for them. They were then
Whitney L. Wheeler has been at
given a ride over town with tin cans home the past week from U. of M
and placards on the car after which
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Carey of
they w’ere landed, at Morris hall where Marblehead, Mass., motored here
150 guests W’ere ready to help cele-

Maine has a number of irons in
the fire so far &3 the new Congress is
[Twenty-first Ramble]
concerned.
Among the numerous weeds In my
Senator Hale and Representative
garden I have one which I think 1 Beedy will fight for the bill appropri
mentioned some time ago and a cor ating $50,000 to rebuild the burned
respondent suggested that it {night barracks at Fort McKinley. Senator
be a creeping variety of verpnica. Hale also has in a bill which would
On close examination with tiw- aid permit the Secretary of War to trans
of my old botany I think “veronica” fer to the State of Maine the remain
ing portion of old Fort McClary, a plot
is right but the plant and bldssom of 1.87 acres. Hale and Beedy will
are both so entirely different from again try to get for Maine a refund
our garden veronica that <one;fc,hiay of a part of the Federal appropria
be readily excused for failing to rec tion for the Kittery-Portsmouth
ognize the species. Indeed, I ajn not bridge. This bill got through the
House last year but failed in the
even yet positive that I am correct Senate through objection of Senator
in my analysis, but I am sure of this King of Utah.
—that it is one of the dainties! little
Representative White has intro
plants that was ever classed In the duced his five-year 4ish station con
category of weeds.
struction bill, in the third year of
At first glance the plant resembles which Maine is slated for a $35,000
nepeta, ground Ivy, Jill-ovej-the- fish station. Maine will also benefit
ground,—choose which name you like by the general provisions of the bill,
best, and there are several more, but which will encourage fish production,
this weed of mine has smaller leaves marketing and utilization of fish
and blossoms, has no pronounced waste.
fragrance, and is different in+Qther
Maine will probably get another
ways also.
At present—November allotment of money for public build
l&th—it is as green as in niidusmmer ings out of the tw’o hundred million
and is full of blossoms after heavy dollars authorized a couple of years
frosts. I mean to try a root of it in ago for a ten-year program.
a hanging pot *n my window for it is
Representative Nelson usually has
too pretty to be buried in snow all an early battle with the agricultural
winter, though its tiny blossoms are sub-committee of the Appropriations
less than one-fourth inch in diameter. committee for money for blueberries,
• * ♦ •
dusting against the blueberry maggot
A correspondent writes me that being the principal point at issue
she potted an Indian turnip last win- just now’ and very much in the lime
tei and had a beautiful blossom from light, with the seizure in New York
ii, with which she was so pleased recently of 400 cases of blueberries
that she has now repotted it for the under the Federal Pure Food and
coming winter. Last fall I laid a Drugs Act.
There will be the usual grist of
cluster of the red berries in a flower
pot and in a few weeks F had an bridge bills am requests for surveys
abundance of little “Jacks’* coming of Maine rivers and harbors, though
up all over the pot. These I have there is talk of Hoover's cutting out
planted in a row in my garden and the proposed appropriation of a hun
hope to have an army of them next dred million dollars for rivers and
harbors.
summer.
The Maine delegation wilt be busy
Until you have viewed some tiny
with their committees. Hale, chair
blossom—dogbane for
instancethrough a magnifying glass you can man of the Maine delegation, is chair
hardly imagine the pleasure we miss man of the Senate Naval Affairs
each day by not really seeing things, committee, and may even get the
or by giving them only a casual chairmanship of the appropriation
glance. Viewed through a glass the committee, through the shake-up in
little dogbane blossom reminds one cident to the death of Senator Warren
of a gorgeous gloxinia, and by the of Wyoming, late chairman of ap
way, I find that most persons, have propriations. Hale Is chairman of
the idea that gloxinias are difficult the naval sub-committee of the ap
to grow. This Is a mistake; any one propriations committee and a mem
ran grow them if they will only re ber of the committees on manufac
member never to let the seeds dry ture, rules and expenditures in the
out after planting them. The'best executive departments.
Senator Gould is a member of the
Wily is to cover the seed box with a
pane of glass to keep the moisture committees on agriculture, commerce,
in. I raised seme in this way and District of Columbia, immigration
sent a friend a little capsule of seeds and public buildings and grounds.
Representative White is chairman
from just one blossom. The next
summer when I visited her I counted of the committee on merchant ma
over sixty thrifty plants all raised rine and fisheries and a member of
from that one stem of seeds and the committee on education and
nearly all wer^ budded, ready to pensions
Representative Beedy is chairman
bloom, some already showing color.
of Election Committee No. 1 and a
• • • •
I have friends who complain that member of the committee on banking
they "have no luck” raising peren and currency, insular affairs ar.u ex
nials from seeds.
Now I have penditures in the executive depart
learned from experience that nearly ments.
Repreentative Nelson is a member
all perennials are much longer in
germinating than annuals; hence the of the interstate and foreign com
amateur gets impatient and decides merce committee.
Representative Snow, who is a new
that they are not coming, so she sets
out other plants in the place where n. ember, having succeeded former
she planted seeds, and straightway Representative Hersey, has not yet
forgets all about them.
When I been assigned to a committee.
want to he sure of raising perennials
from seeds I have found that the best
TENANTS HARBOR
way is to plant the seeds in a box
Rev. Mr. Ramon lias had a radio in
with a label at the end of each fow, stalled at the parsonage.
then keep the l ox covered with glass
Charles Watts and son Everett re
to conserve moisture and after the turned from Surry last week where
seedlings get their second or third they went hunting. Mrs. June Watts
leaves transplant them to a perma and Mrs. Dora Watts accompanied
nent position in the garden.
them.
Treated in this Way most peren
Allison iMorris is having a double
nials are as easily grown as annuals, garage built on his lot. Frank Morris
though I often have to wait from has charge of the work.
three to six weeks for the little plants
The storm on Thanksgiving Day |
to come through the ground and left less than a half inch of snow, j
there are some that occasionally de- Several from this place motored to !
luy germination even a year or so. Rockland that evening tb attend the
The primula Japonica is one or these, movies.
The schools of the town closed
and by the way. that word “Japon
ica” has caused more mix-ups in the Nov. 27 for the remainder of
mind of amateurs than any other the week to enable some of the teach
word I know. It is really the botani ers to eat turkey at their homes.
Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Pierson spent
cal, word for “Japan” and1 has the
same significance when used as a Thanksgiving Day with Mr. and (Mrs.
W.
E. Sheerer.
flower term as the plain word “Japan
The ladies sewing circle will hold
ese” would have, therefore Primula
Japonica means Japanese Primula. their annual Christmas sale, supper
I sometimes read In works of fiction and entertainment Dec. 10.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Rawley mo
where some one goes into the con
servatory to see if the japonicas tored to Belmont. ..Mass.. Wednesday
to
be guests of IMrs. Raw-ley's brother
have blossomed, which is Oust as
absurd as if I were to go into my J. T. Mathews for a few days.
Everyone was sorry to learn of the
garden to see if the “Americas" have
destruction of Hotel Rumford by fire
bloomed.
Nov.
24. .Mrs, Peterson, wife of the
• • ♦ •
As nearly ns I can learn, when the proprietor, was formerly Georgia Ful
camellia was first introduced here ler of this village and much sympathy
from Japan, it was called “Camellia is extended to them in their great loss.
J. A. Fuller, S. L...Wagle and fam
Japonica" so the generality of flower
were Thanksgiving guests of Al
lovers inferred that Japonica was its ily
fred Fuller at Togus.
name and camellia was the descrip
The St. George Granite Co. has been
tive word telling what kind of a
laying off a few workmen the past
japonica it was. They had not then week.
become accustomed to the botanical
Forest Wall has been doing car
method of twisting the terms about
penter work tor Edwin Jackson and
sc that “the last became first and Orman Hopkins.
the first became last." »o they fell
Charles E. Starrett of Warre nhas
into a very natural error. In looking
hauled several truck loads of lum
over catalogues you will often see
ber the past week for H. F. Kallocli
this much misunderstood word “Jap & Co.
"
onica’’ attached to flower names and
Percy Spurling spent the weekend
It always means that we got that
Mrs. Allison Morris who has been
plant from Japan.
visiting in Attleboro. Mass., returned
So with some of the flower names home Saturday.
which seem so long and complicated. at Portsmouth, N. H.
On studying into the matter you will
Howard Monaghan who is a stu
sec that the last name, instead of dent at Higgins Institute spent the
being the name of the flower, is,an
adaptation from the name of some
man in whose honor the plant was
named. We often see plants named
for the seedsman, John Lewis Childs,
the last .name being “Childsi.” In
the case of Anthemis Kelwayi, the
plant is named in honor of Mr. Kelway, and so on indefinitely.
Adella F. Vea^fe
You want to be beautiful. You

NORTH WASHINGTON

ORFF’S CORNER

Mrs. Carolyn A ehorn is ill and her
mother Mrs. Annie Orff is caring for
her.
Sunday visitors at W. A. Jack
son’s included Mr. and Mrs. Arthur

After a careful survey of contem
porary husbands, we feel that a wom
an who shoots her husband can not
very well plead insanity.—San Diego

,6V

The fall term of Gurney school
closed Nov. 23. Whole number of
pupils 22, average attendance for the
term 22. Pupils having perfect at
tendance for three months: Grade
V.—Avis Gurney, Harvey Gurney,
Loren Robbins, Beulah Pettingell.
Grade IV.—John Gurney, Kerne Pet
tingell, Louise Robbins. Grade III.—
Maurice Morang, Aldeverde Rooblns.
Primary Grade—Robie Robbins, Jr.,
tardy once. Those missing one day
for three months: Walter Gridin,
Raymond
Griffin. Ralph
Griffin,
Gladys Gridin, Freeman Gushee, Da
mon Gushee,

want the tireless energy, fresh com
plexion and pep of youth. Then let
Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets help free
your system of the poisons caused
by clogged bowels ana torpid liver.
For 20 years, men and women suf
fering from stomach troubles, pimples,
listlessness and headaches have taken
Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets, a suc
cessful substitute for calomel, a com
pound of vegetable ingredients, known
by their olive color. They act easily
upon the bowels without griping. They
help cleanse the system and tone up
the liver.
If you value youth and its many
gifts, take Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets
nightly. How much better you will
feel—and look. 15c, 30c, 60c.

Forrest Lessner, of this place, died j
early Saturday morning, the result of
a severe shock. Always a resident of
this town, a man who attended

strictly to his own business, of a
sunny and straightforward dispo
sition, he was respected by all who
knew him.
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1929 Beacon Oil Co.

Temperature, the tyrant!—long has he ruled the motor world.

elimination of the heavy "keroseney borderland” parts. Both are

But his day is done—here comes Colonial Wintergas—double-quick!

more effective because the crude is specially selected to begin with.

Fussy, fretty starting—spitting,

Sounds incredible? All we say is "Try it!” Colonial Wintergas is

spluttering getaway—are gone. This remarkable new fuel repro

on tap at all Colonial pumps, and will tell its own story —

duces summer conditions double-quick—even at zero!

double-quick starting and getaway.

Two special refining processes are what do it.

Beacon Oil Company, Refinery and Office, Boston, Massachusetts.

That means just what it says.

the most volatile elements from escaping.

The first prevents

The second insures the

New York Office, Graybar Building, New York, N. Y.

SOME WOMEN
ALWAYS ATTRACT

APPLETON

Stops Hang-On Coughs

Wednesday and were Thanksgiving Roman And family of Jefferson, Mr.
guests of H. F. Kalloch and family. and Mrs. Henry de Rochemont anil
Rill Dennison and Milton Tripp of
family of Rockland. Mr. and Mrs.
A neglected cough can lead to a lot
They returned home Sunday.
Rath were in this vicinity on a day's •
U. E. Wheeler is out again after Raymond Jackson and son Raymond hunting trip last week. Dennison got of trouble. But if you use Adamson’s
being confined to the house for sev of Waldoboro, Mr. and Mrs. Alton a shot at a deer but missed. It will j Balsam the first thing—-there’s no
Prock and Mis. Herman Prock of
eral days with a severe cold.
he remembered they were here last danger.
The first dose relaxes ^trained
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Patterson en Winslow’s Mills.
season, when one of them saw a j
throat muAcles, breaks up, and expels
tertained Mr. and Mrs. Willis Wil
Mr. an>: Mrs. Edwin Walter, Mr. and
chickadee and the other a moose.
phlegm and heals irritated membrane.
son and son Ralph Thanksgiving Day. Mrs. Sidney Walter and daughter
Mr. Squires of Bath shot a medium That stops the coughing. With that
Ruth of Gardiner spent Thanksgiving
sized
moose
one
morning
last
week
;
o v e r—o t h e r ingredients, acting
with Mr. and Mrs. Sanford Walter.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Orff and son within 100 yards of the residence of through blood attack the germs at
Mr. and Mrs. Ormand Hopkins and
Rex
Prescott,
just
across
the
Wash

seat of trouble and in a day or two
Arthur have returned to Nashua after
daughter Marian of Tenant’s Harbor
all danger is gone. Adamson’s Bal
passing the week here.
Mr. Orff ington line in Liberty.
and Mrs. James Hall of Elmore were
Forest Chapman shot a fine deer i sam contains no dope or anything
spent the week in hunting and
Thanksgiving Day guests of Mr. and
in Palermo recently.
harmful. 35c and 75c. At all drug
brought down a large moose.
Mrs. Albert Elwell.
While a number of deer have been stores. A safe, pleasant oough and
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Earle returned
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Skidgel of
shot in town, with one exception sore throat medicine for children.
Sabattus are with their son Calvin to Auburn Friday after spending the
(that of George Lenfest) none have Get a bottle today.
week at P. R. Ludwig’s.
Bragg for the winter.
been shot here.
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The Colonial
is Your
Protection'’

_

104 PARK STREET
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ROCKLAND, ME.
Telephone 127

Nichols Garage—Lincolnville
Messer Garage—Union

1'i

Rockland Garage—Rockland
Cement Plant-Thomaston

Thurston Service Station—Rockland
United Motor Fuel—Rockland

{
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SEASON’S GREETINGS”

9

OUR CONTRIBUTION

p;

TO THE

/ jV

1915

1929

$27,000.00

'

1929

It is with a great deal of

1920 $50,000.00

pleasure that we will pay to

De

over 2100 Christmas Club

Beginning

members

cember 5th, Christmas Club

Depositors vffll receive their

1925 $103,000.00

$109,700.00
It represents a constructive

Thursday,

checks by presenting their
deposit card* at our Banking

force in our community

Rooms. After December 1 Oth

It means that these mem

checks not called for will be

bers are cultivating a habit

1927$112,000.00

of thrift
Were you one of the for

mailed to address as given

We would like to make
you a check for 1930.

tunate ones to receive our
check?

1929 $109,700.00
z.

*,

OUR 1930 CHRISTMAS CLUB IS NOW OPEN FOR MEMBERSHIP

SECURITY TRUST
RESOURCES OVER $4,600,000.00
CAMDEN

UNION

ROCKPORT

ROCKLAND
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